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INTRODUCTION 
'lhe complexion of' American education is conti.mlal.:cy' changing. 
These changes are reflections: o£ t�e political, econbmic, and technical 
orces 'Which bend and shape all phases of the school program. 'lhiB 
I 
process is furt�er reflected in American society and its demands. 
T� the demand is for q�ty education. For, now more than ' 
before, American citisens mus� be mental.ly well equipped. It is o£ 
I 
jmportance in view of the pressures grovr.i.Dg f�om the Ea.st,..West 
' 
struggle 'Whose Oll.tcome threatens--to change our very- civilization as 
� 
In order to attain this desired high degree of education a simi-
' 
high caliber of; teacher must be attracted and retained in the 
field. SChool boa.rd.sl f-or this, and similar reasons, have 
looking deep:cy- into technique� for maintahing a facul.ty of competent 
in their districts. One �ossible solution is · th� establishment 
I \ J 
a sound program of merit. I 
I 1 
�e •vriter of thi� paper wishes to make available to those inte� ' 
i � 
some of the more recent int�rma.tion concerning merit;- its problems 
its possibilities. .:· .r• 
See �ppendices B., and '. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PLANNntG AND ADOPTIOlt OF A 
MERIT PROGRAM FOR 
THE RUSH-HENRIETTA CENTRAL SCHOOLS 
!!!!! MERIT? 
�·. 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS P AMPHLE'l' 
In an effort to enhance professional. growth, attain quality', and 
r . J,./ 
., 
provide a sound method o.t rewarding outstanding teachers, an evaJ..ua,.. 
f 
tion program for merit has been adopted for the Rnsh-Henr:tetta School Sy's-
h initiat.ion � or t.his program has been llllds1'­
ey :t, the aid of' the and a 
The resu1t :.� this on vdll affect every faculty member in a 
or indirect �r. Fcir .bu.s reason comprehensive understanding of 
I � . f 
its problem�, and possibi+ities, is a mu.st. Without such knowledge 
' 
misconceptfons k Therefore, to facilitate the needed 
ommunication, this �book 'WaS ,written. It is hoped that the research } I I \ f 
here will promote a clear picture o.t the merit p� taldl1g shape 
I 
the school. district. so possible misunderstaMings 1lill 
co�erning the program will be 
CONTENTS OF THIS PAUPHLET 
This pamphl.et .Jn to further sharpen the merit pic�e 
fo�ing direct� on � 
* Eve.nts which �d to adoption of a merit program 
and the tor which such a plan was initiated. 
t• .... , 
also 
tem. 
taken 
taculty 
direct 
merit; 
serious 
lincluded 
rd.thin 
[! jmpl.ementation 
! 
'Board: of Education with 
\ 
·• 1 Com:iq.tteef' 
adopti 
devel~. 
By c~oing 
' 
ba eJiro:inated and numerous quest' ans 
THE 
l 
attem»t 
objec "ives 
· I 
Adm:lu1 stration 
. 
'l'f-L'Discussion o£ thJ teacher ' !� p�osophy of evaluation. 
. I -� * Review of several teacher stimulation � evalua-
tion techniques 4ovr in use� in this area. 
* Elcamination of cu;tTent �rit programs in this state. 
I * �sis of the devices our own program 
is employing. j � 
* References which � prove helpful. in turther stuey of the merit concept. \ 
S !?£. Terms l 
One o£ the chief to, the B.dequate understanding or a pro-
gram such y. t.his, 1s) �lved in its. explanation. . .All too 
often the teminology strators 1s crystal.-cleal' to ·-
staff members, but is far cle to others. This difficulty arises 
because each. individual in�erprets is said in the light of � 
own experiences. In �\proJam de with an issue as emotion--packed 
• as merit rating, it i� impo that we all share the same common 
definition of terms. 
Perhaps this list their definitions will; settle 
\ 1 • 
ble con:f'usion and avoid tu mi erstandings. 'lhe pamphJ.$ refers to 
I . iihese words or terms in th� manner: 
Increment: An addition orl gain, u� in sala.ry', 'Which is cumUlative 
I i !ram step to step on an annual salar,y schedule. 
I I . Bonus: A premium, usually money, given in addition to a regul.ar saJ.a.r.r. 
A bonus � most often alTal'�ed spora.kc� and is not cumulative £rom 
�ear to year. I 
I . I 
-2-
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eva1ua.tioJ 
g>lana.tion 
posai-
' j 
follor.Lng 
� A subject+ve� judgeme�t mad.e cy a rater, with 
. I I 
or without the participation of · e person rated, for purposes o£ datal'-
. . t. I i l IilJ.IUilg s promo or r • 
Evaluation: A broad coveri all !orms o£ judgement, including 
rating for 'merit. The tlrm is mo t often used men referring to the co:n­
tinllous process by 'ilhich l individuh. or groups, through mut'IUil.participa­
tion by all persons conc�rned, arl enabled to make choices and reach 
decisions in p� 
. -· 
l. A. J. Huggett and '1'. • St�t, .  Professional Problems of Teachers, -
P• 133 
2. Ibid. 
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Teachers, Staff: i Prof essional.ly' trained individuals, such as 
classroom teachers, consultants, or special subject instructors � are 
I 
emplo.yed to direct the children1s education.l 
Administrators: Professiona.J.l;r trained persons, such as principals, 
I 
supervisors, superintende,:1ts, or board of education members 'Whose task 11s 
to provide �se leadership and direction for the teaching staff. 
Since few educators can agree to 
a spec:Lric definition o£ these terms, · the validity of research findings 
in this area have been somewhat hampered. Furthermore, an adequate, 
I 
textbook length. In addition, the terms "teaching excellence" and "qual-
. . 
ity teaching" are liJJ4ted .in meaning since they imp� � one of a 
teacher's many roles.},. classroom instruction. 
Perhaps the terms are best defined by relating them to the quaJ.­
ities teachers should possess when rated in an individual school system. 
A broader term, 1�rofessional�competence in education", seems better 
-
suited here 'When referring to those often intangible traits teachers Dl\1St 
display in order to qua.J.ify for merit advances. A definiti9n of this 
more general term includes the teacher in the mu1 tiple roles of: 
11(a) a director of learning, (b) as a .friend and 
counselor of pupils, (c) as a member of a group of 
professional workers, and (d) as a citizen participa+� 
. t ing in various community activities - local, state, 
national, and international.. n 2 · , 
!Alltomatic Schedule: The school board is mandated by New York 
State to provide at least '9 increments, and consequently the schedule 
l. Hational l!'.ducational Association, Better Than p. 9 2. A. s. B:.arr, "Teaching Er£icienc�11, 
P• l447 . . . ' .I • 
-4-
) 
Teaching __ 
Teaching Elccellence, Qllalitz Teaching: 
explicit description of these phrases woul.d require something approacbil'lg 
---- Sa.laJ.7 ---
Rat" 
F.ncyclopechi ltucational. Researc 
must have a total of at least 10 steps. Advancement on this schedule 
is automatic vmen a teacher is certified permanently. It is al.so poss 
for a local school board to adopt a local schedule 'Which provides merit 
increases in th� schedule.l 
:!'!:!Events Which��� ,2! �Merit Ev'al.uation 
N9W that the merit evaluation program is underway, several ques­
tions are repeatedly being asked. We hear 1 "Where did it coma tram?" 1 
"Whose idea was it?", ·� do we have it?", and "What real benei'it will. 
it give us?11• To provide answers to these comments the events connected 
with merit have been chronologie� arranged. This information has · 
been gathered almost 'Whol.l;r tram notes and minutes of various saJ.a.r.r and 
merit study committee meetings •. 
The membership of these committees was formed largely from inter­
ested staff members. --� Tvro or mo»e teachers were chose� by each build.ing 
principal or by faculty members from a list of those who showed a desire 
. .. 
to participate. Their chairman and other officers were th�Jl elected by 
• I 
the p�icipants at the opening meetings �or. each school year • .  Frequently 
v1ere present at these meeting to offer \�ggestions am 
• I 
hear reports of progress. 
g., 1958 
The minutes of this meeting, under the leadership of :Mrs. Mary' 
Volllner, dealt with the merit question. in the follovdng resolutions: 
11). Resolved to suggest a merit level from Step 11 
to 13 with $5300 - $7000 range to allow for the 
rewarding of outstanding teachers as the administra­
tion sees fit within these ranges. 
4. Resolved to suggest a·second merit level at steps 14, 
William J. 
-5-
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f 
f 
f 
� 
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ibl 
___ ----- Progrrun 
--
administrators 
February 
l.e 
/. 
15' and 16 with a range o:f $7100 - $75'00. A third 
merit level to cover the range of steps beyond the 
16th might be discussed at a later time." 
The Salary Committee chairman for the school year 19.$�19.$9 was 
Harold Manning. His committe made this resolution at their initial . . 
"2. Resolved that the Board or Education serious� 
consider a year by year merit system which will 
parallel ¥1d be in addition to, the saJ.ar.v 
sc hedule �resolution one." 
E, 195'8 ' 
, ... ,. 
• I 
rAt this date:, the salar,r committee mat with representatives of the 
I 
ol board. Mr. Tuety 1 Board President, suggested that the 
1 I 
committee at� merit beginning at the fourth salary step. Be ful'... 
t 
sugges�ed a�stering,a merit bonus in a ve�ical �tem·on the 
I I [ 
schedule. Bi. going in a ve;-tical direction the bonita might be a 
steps abovb a teacher's normal salar,y. 
I 
I : 
'I \ • 
As a resuJ.t of an opinion questionaire regarding rating 
I 
circulated through the school1 system, a sa.la.ry schedule was :formu-
1 
by the sa.J.aey committee. It contained not o� the regular saJ.a.r.y 
/ 
but also provisions tor a merit bolQtS £or all ot those who dia­
l 
teaching axcellenc�. The schedule was then submitted to the Board 
Education for their consideration. 
' I 
Among the recommendations cited b.Y this schedule were the follow-
statements referring to merit: 
111. Steps l - 10 would be passed through automatic� 
with each year of service in the Rush-Henrietta 
School District. f 
) 
I 
,: 
' 
" ' Ii 
I 
l~e.E_tembe::- 12, l~z.8 
' 
oho 
r:December l, ~ 
ii 
litba.t 
11 
/;lated 
proposal., 
'llwma• 
\ 
11 
d 
Jl 
II 
I 
,I 
' 
II 
! 
.I 
2. Increases beyond step 10 and up to �500 per year 
would be granted according to a classroom performance 
rating. 
3. Regulations for rating merit bonuses would be 
established b.1 a representative group from the Board 
of Education, Administration, and Teac ing Stat£. Final 
rating of merit bonuses would be b.1 the Administration 
who would utilize the rating guide entit�ed: � 
Evaluation Record. 1 • 
4. Merit bonuses vrould be awarded beginning at the 
fourth sala.ry step for those teachers who display excellent 
classroom instruction. 
5. Increases in 2 above, i£ granted, would be not less 
than $100 nor more than . �00 per year. This also 
applies to merit bonuses. in 4 above. 0 
i 
I 
At this final meeting of the 1958-1959 sa.l.ary committee, Mr. John 
/ 
, District Principal, in£ormeQ. those members present that a new 
I 
schedule had been adopted by" the Board which would all� .most 
I . 
ty members maximum increments of $400 for the coming year. He added 
, th;at this schddul.e 'WaS just for the forthcoming school year. 
, all staff members would be rated before their 
. I 
salary increases. He also suggested that a cODBDittee for merit be set 
I . 
• 
up prior to October of 1959 to draw up objectives for the merit' progr� 
!. : /, and decide upon the type o£ evaJ.uation device to be used. 
I 
I 
In a bulletin to members o£. the Merit Stu� Committee Mr. Parker 
requested that those people 'Who have been chosen to represent our prates-
' I! 
sional staff, begin immediateJ,y ComPUing useful. data regard:ing merit 
i 
evaluation.· He further underscored significance o£ the committee . 
I 11 'With this statement : 1 
11This is a very :i..znPortant a�signment and I hope that you 
TT.i.ll accept it wi-yh the knqwledge that it will require 
work, time, and Qool thinking." 
-7-
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_gQ, 1959 
Under the chairmanship of Mr. George 'Rittenhouse, the Merit studjy 
Committee for the school year 1959 through· 19'6o was formed. This ini'tial 
I u 
gathering drew up the tent�tive an:d ideas which they felt would .. 
I ! :n.ead to a sollid, workable plan for carrying out Ol1r merit eTalua'tion . 
I � program. 1 
gg_, 1 , 
• • I; 
I t 
Chief among the decisions agreed upon at this meeting was the one 
selectipg a rating device io be useJ by the administrators in determin:i.Dg 
·will qua.l:i£y £or �erit� The de±· c� chosen was the Bardeen Teacher ,, I Evaluation Repo�, Fo� 91-B�. In a.pter five a description and exp� 
tion will £uJ.:cy- cov.;.. ks! rat� +-· · - . 
� 1959 1 j! . l 
I I , 
According to �e minutes o£ !the Merit Committee meeting bearing 
' . I I 
the above date, the following rec endation was dram1 up: 
113. That the administration�will carry out rating· as:f such: 
a. minimum ofj 1 schedu+ed visit by 1 a.rlmi"nistrator. 
b. minimum of i 2 visits by that same ! ' 
· 
administrator and administrator. 
c,.·.con£erenceiwith a
!t
·
. 
'strator on the �of the visit. 
d. teacher rates self. 
e. administrator rates :teacher · 
£. final. conference wirh teacher to determine merit 
rating before Easter recess." . 
Mr. Parker later stated tba the conference in "£11 above was 
to be held not la�er than re first week o£ April. . : 
October � � ! · ' 
Both the Merit �ttee 4 1!1aJ1Y members of the Board of Edll..,.. 
and Administrationwete present at this �eting held at the District 
fuilding. � th� meeting the progress of the �ommit-
1· I· 
Rittenhouse .presented a 
-s- I: 
I 
) I 
I 
! 
I.la;,: 
-
! 
pl.ans 
September 1959 ' '!, 
, 
who 
Seotember 
-
~~ 
----
informal 
another 
I 
I 
.. -
I 
tion . 
Administration 
tee was noted and Mr. report containing 
I 
! 
! 
' ! 
' ' 
actives for our merit program. These objectives are further discussed 
pages 1 • 
Another facet of Jus gathering was this statement that 1 "In the 
I . 
future the Board of El:lucation inn have in your hands their philos-
0: tho Merit System. nl 
£! � Rush-Henrietta :Merit 
In the early yearsi of American public education teacher evalua.-
. I 
was done by the town 1 s selectmen. 'Ihese comnunity pillars made 
' I  '• 
chooJ. visits to ensure that the school 11marm.11 or "master" was ade-
quately putting acro�r the three R�
.
s. �e major criterion they used in 
judging the teacher 1 s ?.competence was U:sual.:cy the quality of classroom 
"discipline 11 and perhaps the degree to 'Which the chUdren could det� • 
' 
answers during the Visit. 
Most educator:3 agree that the profession bas come a long wa;y 
since those early tim�s. However 1 one aspect has not changed greatl\1 
I. 
since Ichobod Crane courted the shape:cy' Katr� Van Tassel. Teachers 
still being visited for evaluation purposes. In the Ruelb-Henrietta 
. . 
System several objectives have been advanced for teacher merit rating. 
Brief:cy' 1 here are the main goalS vfuich thiS evaluation program hopeS to 
omplish: 
Goal I. 1:2. Maintain Standards ££, Effectiveness 
'When teaching quality is maintained or sparked to' greater effec­
everyone reaps the benefits but the real harvest f�s to the 
This improvement of instruction occurs When professional 
is raised and 'When teachers are inspired through such devices as 
See 
-9-
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tiveness 
:students. 
lest 
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in.tel' 
leadership. Does it not seem thn.t merit ratings made under 'lihese 
tive incentives would have the highest chances £or success? 
When a teacher has done well there is the satisfaction gained 
from the lcnaw1ed.ge that their accomplishments are recognized not only 
verbally, but also monetarily. The same evaluation which has revealed 
this teacher1s strengths may also be used to detect the need for growth 
and improvement in another instructor. These people, tactful.ly made 
mr.are o£ their position, may seek to correct their less �eveloped talents 
Finally, others, learning what standards are held important in our 
• I 
may also continue to improve the quality of their instruction and remain 
on their toes ·as a resu;t of having definite goals for �ch to strive. 
Y.\ 
Goal II !2_ Recruit Teachers 
According to VT. I� Gragg,l superintend.�nt of schools � Ithaca, 
New York, many school. boards are faced with limited budgets, ;ret they-, 
must increase salaries in order to recruit and hold their teaching 
personnel� The boards facing this problem say "reward for professional 
' � 
service should be commensurate with the value of service rendefed." 
r. ,. 
In other words, more pay for competent teaching. 
Many school boards aJ.so feel that in view of to<:Ucy''s spiraling 
economic situation, no district can afford to pay cont� under par 
teachers the same salary as those who perform well. Merit is an attempt 
' 
to solve this dilemma. and prevent the able teachers from being "driven 
off" to higher paying, more attractive systems. or· other positions out,-
side the field of education. 
'I 
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Goal III. To Promote the Desire for Profession l 
- --- ,__,_ 
the 
Ratings for merit may be utilized to uncover and anal.:yze an 
instructor's characteristics in the areas o f  teaching efficienc.y, the 
profession, and personal abilities. 'When an area £tsr impr ovement is 
discovered, adequate supervision may often pr omote in teachers a desire 
to work toward their mm betterment. This growth may tak� the form of 
graduate vrork, committee -leadership within the system, or active partici­
pation in community activities. 
Such a desire �or fUrther professional training is stimulated 
,. 
not on:cy with that rustle �f green, but with a deep understand-
I 
ing of human needs and problems. Here, perhaps, thoughtful kindness 
and respectful suggest,ion techniques should form a partnership with 
I ,, 
financial rewards. 
!, 
\ 
Goal IV. � � ! Closer Between Teacher � Administrat or 
With the establishment of tile merit pro�am ma.ny schqol policies 
�\ � 
�to-fore ur.w�itten or unvoiced are being brought to the attention 
of both the Administration and the teaching staff. This defiming of 
I . 
policies should help all concerned by' informing them of 'What is expected 
and thereb,r preventing future errors or inconsistent pr act ices. 
Along with this greater consciousness of policies, the merit 
I 
program will also create a closer relationShip between administ ration and 
/ 
staff. Both teachers and their supervisors will ver,r decide� have to 
I 
work diligently to build and retain the others contidence. This goal, 
above all others, is the key factor in encouraging the general acceptance 
of our merit program. Only' 'When the' teachers feel that the 
DRAKE �MORIAL LIBRARY STATE NIVERSITY cqLLEGE 
NEW YORK 
l 
J 
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adm;j ni atratio1 
has their sincere interests at heart. will full cooperation and partici-
pation develop. 
Competent leadership can·establish the required esprit de corps. 
:EUrthermore, each staff member ItiUst tr;r to learn more of the admfnistrar­
tion1s duties, problems, and personalities. Converse�, each admini�-
trator mu.st continue to be ethical, open, and able to communicate ., 
honest:cy :with his starr. 
Goal v. To Promote Greater Public Interest � Education 
Members o£ a community, especially parents, oi'ten evaluate our 
. . 
schools through the eyes o£ the youngsters that attend them. Each. child 
becomes a courier of news under these circumstances. This does not 
that the mothers and fathers of our district-are not descerning enough 
to weigh the reports of 1their young ambassadors • .  However, 'When word 
,, 
cominues o£ uninteresting school work, class mates repeatecl4r in troubJ.e 
and numerous teacher changes, a rather unpleasant picture begins to take 
I . . ' 
shape in the public's mind. 1 It is apparent that mediocrity exists in 
leadership and staff. Such a system would promote a great deal or public 
interest, but none o£ it desirable. 
I ' 
Another system might· have entire:cy- different reasOns for attract-
ing public interest in its education.· School children who return home 
I. 
th chatter about £ascinationg classroom activities, special groups in 
I 
and interesting projects they are doing, form a 
picture indeed. This I stimu.lat!on or public interest is of' the 
I II 
type '\'1ide:cy- sought after! It is vron through the competent leadership 
. I � and supervision o£ teachers who desire to enlarge upon their ,own talents 
I il 
widening the horizons o£ the boys and girls they educate. In short, 
l 
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reading or arithmetic, 
bright 
by 
·, 
I 
quality students through quality teaching, through a quality incentive 
program. 
Rush-Henrietta has novr undertaken a program o£ teacher evaluation 
I 
which m.a.y well place our system, in the p:ublio1s eyes, in either of the 
two categories ju�St mentioned. It is up to us to make the program sue-
. I 
ceed. We can have a '!lighthouse system tr showing others the wq or we can 
hide our lamp of learning under a bushel. The choice is ours ••• 
Goal VI. � Reward Teachers 
ntis goal, above all others,- has been repeated:cy' voiced by our 
I 
own school board as being the prime reason or objective !or.adopting a 
merit rating program. Their thoughts are to these. Teachers, 
• I 
like the pupils they teach, 1 do not all grow at the same rate. . Some 
teachers are continua.lly outstanding I in their skills, attitudes, �d 
·< 
I f 1,, 
personal chaiacteristic�. others have not yet developed these talents to 
I 
their fullest. As a resuJ.t, the merit program employs several rating 
I I 
devices or score sheets in � effort ; to seek out those who a.Ife top-notch 
teachers. I I . 
The merit committee�s recommendations suggested that three groups 
. t j: . \ 
of teachers be considered f9r merit ratings. 1be first group·!'fl\l'Uid 
I I ·-receive a sa�J advance or
1
attractive proportions great enough toe� 
the high criterions set forl this cat�gor,r. 
· 
. 
I 
In addition, these ratings also uncover a second group co� 
I � 
::::: = 
average educators might rec�ive an ropriate sal..ar;r advance. 1hose 
I 
I 
staff members who fall into: the group 1 or average category 1 should 
·-J.J-
I 
) 
' ,,. 
~~-Superior~~~-
s:imi1 ar 
I 
l will 
tai.ning "above average n teachers. 'lheir scores 
below the ratings of the. ell te. Bo~ groups of 
I 8.pp 
I 
thirt3. 
not, however, suffer disapp�intment or injured vanity. I£ such a program 
operates smoo�, they will still receive the normal increment paid to 
all teachers as a provision o£ the automatic salar,y schedule. 
Even in rare instances, '\'Vhore sta.f£ members .f'a:U to :r;oeceive 
ratings sufficient to place them in the upper levels, a token increase 
might still be given. Therefore, it can be seen that although the merit 
program is pr1marily directed t�d. rewarding the most competent of 
I [' instructors, it will also recognize, to a varying extent, all those 1lho 
attain intermediate degreeb o£ .educ�tionaJ. ef'.f'iciencv. · J-��: 
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CHAPTER II A OF �mRIT EVALUATION. 
Th� teacher': p�dsopey:; evaluaUon will incorporate a . I . 
kalidescope o£ ideas, opinions, thoughts. This philosophy- has been 
assembled from numerous Jterviews educators in m.a.ey positions 
ranging from· the classroJ teacher the district county-
i 1· . 
Same stAtements oringinated from eXperience, soma are educated guesses, 
and others are based on Js�s ch ncnr exist oliq in an e'!Uca.tional 
utopia. . 
For ease o£ m.a.I\1 facets o� thinking have . I . 
been set in a framework o£ respo� These responsibilities 
in turn, 'ID:3:3' be viewed in .tour i maj r divisions. ' They are our responsi-. 
I 
bility- as teachers to, (l our (2) profession, (3) aur·saci-
ety, and (4) ourselvee. 
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR STUDENTS - --
As teachers in a democratic ·socie�we have an immense respon­
$ibi ity to the y-oungsterJ vre educq.te. Ou.rs is the duty to pass on to 
. I' \ . : them the Vforld 1 s great of lmowledge. ibis knowledge in�ludes 
the abilities taught in school to appreciate, to calculate, . \ . 
and to communicate. We mU.st also equip them with the .concepts oi' cit-
izenship and freedom in a !democraJ. Thus endowed, these citizens o£ 
1. New England School Dev�lopment Council, Teacher and its 
Relation to This 1council has advocated a concept ­
of s, t· that a teacher has tour 
publics_ parents, pUpils, coneagues, and profession. 
I I 
. I 
) 
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we have taught well, for 
rocketr,r and nuclear 
twentieth century to a 
with the economic and sociaJ. 
With this ask ourselves sincere:cy-, nwba.t 
I I 
effect will merit evaluation have on the true purpose of education 
I 
$ich is, to benefit the chudren?"l If there is any v�ty to merit 
I l , . . 
rating, it should pass this test; it must be of value to the children 
who attend our schools.l 
2 I 
VJhere merit ev�uation does promote greater efficiency of 
�J !�, I 
tion, there can be lit-tle or no doubt that the students also are pro-
l i I 
£iting immensely by sharing � thi�;� enrichment of instruction. When 
I ' 
\ I I 
teachers have been favored 'with confident leadership and dzidlection merit 
ll . , I . 
rating has meant addi�ional teacher growth �.development.2 
I 
To illustrate this, ·we might'direct our attention toward. s� 
I I I 
of the .nation's leading school s.1stems such as those in Glen1oe, N� ;j 
Grosse Pol.nte� Michigan, arid West Hartford, Connecticut� He� merit 
• I . 
has been a success. And, according to w •. L. Gragg,3 no inferior school 
system to his knowledge, employs the merit system. In other words, he 
implies, there is a clear and positive relationship showit)g that in 
good school systems the merit plan �roves the student's education, 
1. David c. Guhl, 11Basic Issues in Merit Rating" in "Merit � 
P• l3 . i . . 
2. w. L. Gragg, "llerit Pey- '£or Teachers11, The June 13, 1959 
3. Ibid. -
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tomorrow wi.11 be better pr~pared to j'T1restle 
problems of an expanding p~tion j in an ever shrinking world._ We hope 
i ii 
Teachers1 
their decihions must be wise in an era Tlhen 
I I 
I I 
physire a.re rurhing the remaining yea.rs of the 
~-stagger~ and spectacul.ar close. 
backgroun~ we now must 
I 
instru 
Yor 
__ &.tins" 
Nation., 
'While in under par systems the merit approach i� seldom adopted and 
•, 
therefore cannot be' used beneficially. 
A possible attitude might be created by this picture. If merit 
ratings foster greater professio� competence in education, is it not 
our responsibility to our students to honestly give the program an 
opportunity to prove itsel£? 
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR PROFESSION 
As professional men and women, teachers have an obligation to 
I 
support their field. . We also can see the. advantages of possessing an 
I • 
intelligent of the recent issues in education. In regard 
• I 
to these issues, mast of us educators have our differences of opinion on 
I 
these traditional or progressive policies. Fortunately, most of us 
also have the wisdom to reserve our most critical judgments until all 
I 
i 
the available facts nave been tallied. 
It is true that merit evaluation programs have not �ways been 
I � 
successful in other systems. However� may not all share too realiza-
tion that merit is a fairl\r � cori.cept still in its 1 experimen�al stages 
l 
Paul Mort,2 a leading educational �uthor, reports th�t. on many such new 
f '\ 
educational concepts there was an educational lag of almost 50 years 
before the concept gained wide acceptance. 
Another source vmich requests a similar long range view of this 
I ' 
type of evaluation is contained in a pamphlet on personnel practices 
published by the New York State Teacher's Association. In it we are 
l. Virgil M. Rogers, 11Introduction°, "Merit £2!. Teachers?, p. 6 
2. Paul R. Mort and Fra.n.mis G •. Cornell, hools in 
P• 26 . ! . . -
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Transition, 
offered this advice: 
11Teachers should not lose sight of the fact that 
the primar,r purpose of evaluation is the improvement 
of instruction. In this connection, it is well 
to note that an ingredient necessar,r to the improve­
ment ar instruction is mutual confidence and that ·· ., .. .• ·· 
mutual con:t:id�nce may be engendered through fre--
quent, periodic, friendly conferences between the ····� 
evaluator(s) and the person evaluated, conferences 
in which the s trengths of the teacher are under­
s cored, his werucnesses are recognized and plans 
for the� eradication. are �or:mu.la.ted, followed, and 
tested. .Teachers have it within their power to 
develop a climate· conducive to professional growth 
and a .happy daiJ¥ work-life. To do this, they must 
demonstrate through their behavior a sincere desire 
to acc�lish the goal. ••l 
. / 
Again, it is apparen�. that the fate o£ our meri 1:; evaJ.u ation program rests 
with each of us. 
• I 
. . I 
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR SOCIETY 1 
' 
Society, tha� is, the communities for whom we teach, are another 
of our major responsj\bilities. We, in turn, are the responsibilities o£ 
these communities. Most of us carry out this comnnmity obl=!-gation by 
I I t · 
teaching the youngs ters of Henrietta and Rush to the best ol our ability. 
•' I • 
- t I 
Some of us further mee:t this duty by becoming active in coninunity 
I 
At this point, let us observe an alternate aspect o£ teachel'-
cammunity relations. The l responsi�ility ;or quality education is a two-
1 ,, 
-..my street. First, a glance at the community. A community usua.ll\1 
I . II 
acquires a degree of teaching ei'fioiency 'W'hich is commensurate with the 
educational enthusiasm of lits 
· 1. New York State Teach�r ' s. AssoJiation, Handbook 2a Personnel 
Practices f2!. Teachers, P• ·. 
) 
.. -
inhabitants. 
i 
.... ,., ' .. 
affairs. 
., 
·' 
An enthusiastic community, solidly behind a. conscientious school 
board, does much to maintain quality in education. Ms illustration 
I . . 
is representative o:r such community action. A :rem years ago a naighbol'-
ing district 1 s superrising principal was approached by board members o£ a 
community so aroused. These community representatives requested premium 
teachers for their stea� growing school s.ystem. The supervising pr� 
cipaJ. then .replied, U(live me the resources (a variety o:r inservice 
tunities) and I'll give· you the area's finest educators a. These 
I • • 
resources were made av�le and tod.a\1 this system has crea.t�d an envi-. 
able position among the county's schools. 
. � 
Now, a glance\ at the teache�1s position in securing and maintain-. I I! -. . mg competency. It iEJ the, wrJ. ter' s, belief that both teachers and 
stra.tors can donmch �� m.Je our diltrict ed.uca.tiona.J.J.;r m.ore�ttra.ctive. 
\ I I At the present, our system is in a unique positionG¥I this part 
o£ Western New York. Our �ublicityl thus .tar, haS been neitJler lauditor.r 
nor derogatar,r. Bence is almost neutral in the .  
minds o£ mal'1\V beginning telchers employment. It follows then, 
that now might well be the ! precise- lime to build a s� te��er improve­
ment program. A successtul
. 
merit pt! ogram, coupled with such teacher 
. I . 
illlprovement opportunities as the pr osed internship program, lliS\1 well 
I • 
give �sh and Henrietta the profess onal a:mpetence in education ldlich 
these communities 
! 
OUR RESPONSIBTI.ITY TO OURSELVES - . . . ·-:- I Novt to carry the issue of t evaluation direct� to ourselves. 
How do we, as teachers in School system, feel about 
being rated tor merit 
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I 1 
the;district!s standing 
seeking 
I' O'\"ie to their children. 
I 
1: 
mfri 
I 11 }he Ru.sh-panrietta 
incr~ases? Jus far. almost · ill n.P, m; ha.ve 
oppor-
ad:miui-
developed an impartial 1'wait and see." attitude. 1his majority, the 
I I· 
writer has found, are the teachers Ttho share the convictions that they-
1 . are teaching competently, would therefore be eligible .toz: a merit :t.n.-
1 II and would also gain a great deaJ. more from the additonal aupe� 
· i w11· h th I ·t t li � V1S on c e program necess1 a es. 
I t : AJ.ong with attitude, there ate other aspects concerning merit and 
ourselves which the writer �as obseJed. Ii�t us examine an area of pel'­
sonaJ. responsibility • .  For�ost of is our dllty and desire to 
·� I 
improve the quality of; our teaching.1 To facilitate this iwlrovement it 
is necessary to discoy:r tll quallti ·. • in which .... excell and pinpoint ' 
those where improvement ; ah d be hasized• In short, moat of us ·· 
already recognize the impoLe 'of as a key in OJ?ening the 
door to self improvemeft• l 
However, a sma.lll porion or faculty may not be aware o£ the 
fact that evaluation is £ari£rom a development at Ru.sh-Henrietta. 
1be system has almost sta.blished method o£ 
the quality of a teacher's �is rating of performance is 
done presentJ,y at .five times a teacher : a c�eer • .  
According to Edward, J. our Director or Elementar.v 
our school excercises teachir in the foll� instances: 
l. The initial is when an applicant is considered 
� . , 
.for c1 position in our distr ct. ' ., 
. 
ertaken when building assignments 
are make within the aystem. 
3. The third occasiQn .for evaluation, and perhaps the most 
) 
irease, 
I 
' tlieae 
! 
J, 
~ur 
. Jw 
i ij 
! ' a1vn1Yf had an t 
*erfo~e. · 
~jot &iring' 
i Popenl Educatio 
evaluation 
~t1on lc1ona 
2. ··Tllo second ovaljtion is ,Ind 
I I 
. ; I 
important -0ne is ,men a teacher is consid 
per.maneht tenure after thrbe years 6£ probationar,y service. 
4. still another place wher� evaluation is performed occur s:; Tdlen 
teachers are given special! assignmehts such as being placed on important 
I I 
curriculum committees or are selected for duties. 
5. The fifth circumstance 1T.arranting evaluation of performance 
I 
is carried on �hen certain promotions are made . For instance, ·When an 
administrative opening appears , st�f members are screened and evaluated 
I 
in an effort to single out' the candidate Vlbo is best qualified to till 
I this position. 1 
Tili's knowledge of the role evaluation is already playing at Rush­
Henrietta may be further fortified with the follcming statement made in a 
cOlllillittee report on merit payments by the New York State TeachF ' s 
ation : 
; ... 
11Building a starr un9,er the merit principal. requires 
. that all personnel added be carefully screened even 
before hiring, be given all possible assistance durw 
ing the probationar.y period by competent and sympathetic 
supervisors, and be vigorously weeded out in terms 
o£ competence at the end of the probationary 
·period; nor can adequate and competent supervi­
sion be dispensed lrlth once the teachers have 
proven their ability - rather, it must be continuous . 
Thus ,  it is obvious that administration under the merit 
principal will be more costly than an administra-
tion based on expediency. 11l · 
,· 
In other '\rords, a merit program, 'With its added supervisory and admini&­
trative needs, will cost more. While the admixli.stration ot an automatic 
I 
salary schedule is £air� simple and will cost less it will. also assure 
security for the mediocre. 
We have discussed our personal responsibility t.or improving 
1. NeTr York State Teachers Association, 2£. Committee � 
Merit pp. 70..71 
-2].,.. 
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1 ourselves and have observed the part teacher evaluation has pleyed in our 
I 
1 system thus far. Our next consideration then, is to discuss why further 
1 evaluation, in the form o£ the merit program, should cause apprehension 
among some staff' members. In our ciistrict the writer has encountered two 
argum?nts. " 'lhese conflicts seem to be causing most of' the insecu­
and uneasiness displayed Trhen merit ra.ting is the topic o£ conversa,.;. 
What then, are they? 
First, there is the problem created by the fact that merit evaJ..ua. 
tion is based almost wholly on human judgment. This type o£ judgment, 
critics tell us, must undergo the normal pressures and prejudices, the 
likes and dislikes 1 3.nd. the biaS that 'creeps into· everyciey human relations 
I 
And thus, they continue* I.t is inevitable that favoritism, £ears, and 
\ 
imperfections will Stand in the wa::f 0£ an honest and impartial 
�valuation. There is strong evidence that the problem stated 
. . 
by far the most common barrier in education to a successful. merit plan. 
Experiencing this problem, one elementary school principal was prompted. 
to offer this ·warm counsel 'to other raters : 
"Merit evaluation is the very.' int:imate and delicate 
business o£ passing judgment on. another human being's 
performance of his chosen life' s  work. **K- !n 
- · .: � r: . 
trying to be of help to anyone . who � in the fUture 
be app:cy-ing merit rating, I hope it'·Will not be out ··· � 
of place for me to give one .more piece of counsel: 
judging fellow human beings is a business to be 
entered into praye�, seeking resources be,rond 
one ' s  mv.n in being of help and service. ul · 
Sanger Steel, 11A Merit Plan in Operation, n on on 
llerit Teachers •  
-
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In reply to this argui!2ent concerning human frailities we have the 
• I 
thinldng of Dr. Edward c. Uerr� Associate Dean for Graduate studies at 
the University of Rochester. He asks this question, 11How many times do 
. . 
tre place ourselves in a. position where human judgment means everything? " 
Dr. Merrill states the fact tha.t we daily ·place our trust in doctors and 
J.awyers. We even rely on human judgment when, as in the case of a jury 1 
a . lnulia.n  life rests OJl the evaluation outcome. Therefore ,  he concluded, 
. . 
�ost teachers should have little to fear from judgments made b,y 
raters i£ they could agree on \mat- constitutes evidence of effective ' 
teaching. 
I 
Tne second argument centers around merit ' s  effect on teacher 
morale. A portion of the ·teaching . staff interviewed contends that merit 
I 
evaluation lis a barrier ,to morale and therefore hampers the improvement 
" � I 
'lhey stress the feeling that �riendly cooperation 
. I 
assistance betTmen teachers � be stifled in the race for top rating 
lliey also point out that morche is headed for � futhJ nose dive 
I ' 
i£ conformity results because new ideas were shelved in favor o£ materials 
that received the evaluator ' s  praise in former visits. The final danger 
. 
they fear is an administrator turning 'into a "rating machine 11• In such 
event a teacher seeking aid must choose between concealing her weaR­
ogre or revealing them through an 11appl�polisbing11 
The solution to the first objection dealing With human judgment 
I 
probably not within the relm of the teaching faculty. There is hem-
! . 
, every possibility that this second agrument may be erased by a con-
- .-23-
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Teacher morale � be likened to the part precision p�s in a 
! • I � , 
fine watch. 'When each cog (the teachers )  '\VOrks happ� the result is a 
I 
smooth., '\7ell running t:illlepiece (the district) .  The avmar., (the community 
takes great pride in such a �ossessio�. Such faithful. performance is 
I 1: often d.iffieult to find. Occasio� a part fal.ters and fails to mesh 
I II! properly. Tnis part my then be c�d back in to order or replacement. 
I II :may be necessary. 1'il:ian this ;occuns··: the replacement part is chosen care-
. fully and gentzy fitted intJ the wato�. ihere are two prime factors 
which Reep the mechanism in !top ihe first is winding. 
� the owner applies by jst:!Iig stem (the acbldnistration) per:l.odi-
ca.J.Jy. The second factor is a drop · two o£ oil (merit incentives )  
I added where needed. 
In less subtle te�, 
I 
responsibility for assisting a:ny 'Who is experiencing teaching 
�ficulties. For, all to Jrten, situation rei'lec� not 
only on an individual, but 
does it not seem possible, 
problenis could be solved wi 
professional attitude? 
heart _plu\ 
an hones�, . .  
�� ,� f .!_, I t ' �� ,, : 6 "•� " } 
,• 
. · ··• t. j�� J 
' ' 
' ' 
• '  
·. 
. ' 
• 
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~ shape. 
' tf 
the wrjter !eels that each teacher has the 
co~eague 
antleasant 
I . 
,won the tire school distrl.ct. 'lhere.fore, .. F marq loi' RuS&-ilem'ietta•s most-lmotty- ·: 
ml"-. __ 
.. 
CHAPTER III THE AND EVALUATION OF QUALITY TEACH&RS 
n>e�a ara several s · to a worth.mu-: merit evaluation 
program. n.e preceeding +pters � it evident that one <timension of 
the program t s soundness rests on competent ard accurate appraisal of 
meritorious .teaching. · HoJver, thi� task of identifying quaJ.i"t7 teachers 
with monetary arrows may nbt always achieve aJJ. of the goals £or l'dlich . 
the progr3Jll 'Vlhs initiai;ed. l With this thought in mind, the question asked 
by m.a..ny educators se� to J be, 11Is �ala.ry t�ed to achievement the sole 
answer to retaining a.pd producing quality teachers? n According to an 
I ! . 
institutel held by th� University of Rochester recent�, the answer is, 
11No1 11 I 
'lhe ref bulls-eye for a conscientious school board is the· con-
• • 
I 
f tJ.llUOUS lJllPrOVement O! t S education. 1here.f'ot'e it that 
� . 
simply rewarding a portion of our teachers is not enough to insure 
instruction in �  of Johnny' s  grades at school. 
I -
'What then, is the solution? Perhaps it lies in the development o£ 
,, 
�� . 
a much broader concept of merit. By doing so, the emphasis jrould not be 
directed entire� upon a dollar reward concept for quality teaching. It 
' 
would instead, be placed upon a paraJJ.el aspect of merit. �is aspect 
centers on 11opportunity11• However, the merit approach, as thought of here 
is not onJ.y. an opportunity for higher salaries, but includes opportunities 
in the form of a challenging variety of incentive activities and devices. 
By offering additional incentives the stimulation for improved teaching 
) 
l 
.i 
I 
-2s-. i 
! 
. 
-. 
' 
STJJJULATION 
-
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's!cie It~ 
I 
.. 
.. 
-~ 
.. 
i 
Johnny oµows 
. : 
quality \ 
" 
' L 
_.... 
-. 
-·-
' 
I 
l. A Report of an Institute £or School Adm;ini stratars~ and School Board 
Lfumbers, Broadep;lpg ~?~ Concept of :Merit ~ Teach;t.Eg Throu@ ~ 
Assessment and Improvement of Teacher Per.formance, '.lhe University- of 
Rocnester, conducted July Jli'=1,, 19;9. . 
I 
reaches the entire school staff, instead of an honored few. 
' 
To insure success, the range of activities must have adequate 
I ., 
scope so that nearly all teachers may be involved in the program. After 
• 
I 
administrative selection those who participate may then be awarded a wide 
range of opportunities.. When possible, teachers are permitted to attend 
I 
professional meetings and conferences, visit other sChools and classrooms, 
I 
or engage in inservice workshops . For such activities, Which t� 
professional advancement, classroom substitutes are maa:e available. 
. I . ' I 
other merit �portunities include summer wOrk related to currian-
· .! • I 
.lum planning, insel"V�ce training ip. �stration or supervision, and 
( � 
university work towcui!d certificatiOn, a master' s degree, or a doctorate. 
Here, the school boar� may provide/ the �eded monies for participation, ':. I i . 
may recogniz� the hd�s which often result from such professional 
u 
\l I 
ment. 
From 
among well over a dozen techniques currently in practice in 
i 
western New York �tate, the: �ollowing approaches to come 
I • 
closest to the idea of 1'mei,'it opportunities", which will teacher 
performance : t 
IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS 
I I 
The provision of �service workshops is an administrative 
I I 
favor�te. Such wqrkshops �e held for the purpose of dealing 
I II 
with a vast array o£ problems. �ey span from those problems 
� ! . 
directly related to the matter to be taught to educar-
tional. problems J gradi:llg, and discipline , 
Such workshops ..J popular with teachers 'llhen 
-26-
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I 
specialists in a certain field are brought in or ldlen the 
workShop results in in-service credit being given. 
GRADUATE STtJDY 
The policy or granting additional salar.y increments 
as the result of continued professional preparation is another 
desirable approach. Both administrators and staff 
l 
members are pleased with this ' tangible incentive technique. 
' I  
SUM!r!lm CURRICULUM PLANNlliG 
. • I 
Same school �JStems have found that � teachers, 
�specially male )e�chers with families,  are eager to ... 
t 
work on curriculVJil improvement during the summer. These 
I 
weeks which are spent, might result in enriching the present 
content taught ;tn a particular area, the development 
or a new curric4lum, or the coordination of subject 
� 
matter content among grade levels. 
IN-SERVICE LEADERSHIP TRAINING , . (. 
I . . \ r 
At least three area school districts have succes's� 
carried out a program or inservice training for leadership. , 
I I In these systems candidates �re chosen to work close:cy- with 
their principals -and 1 supervisJrs. When new school buildings 
I I li 
were opened, the. administrative positions were filled from 
I I, • • 
the teachers 'Who had 1received :this inservice experience. 
PARTICIPATION JJ.l PRO�SIONAL �ACTIVITIES. 
. . -:- I . Both the colleges and of this area offer 
' ·I . .  
1 j: numerous for stu� groups, conferences, _ lectures, 
ssioib and other avenues o£ 
-27-
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~ 
uriiversities 
opportuni ti~s 
rofe enrichment. Moat achoo 
encourage, and some often pat for, the teachers membel'­
ship or attendance Jt these Jeetings. Here· againj a ' I' 
district 'Vlhich all�s its teJchers to pUticipate in 
such work has done xkch d improving instruction. 
I I 
CLASSROOM EXPERIMENTATION I 
I I .. . . 
A number of ·school systems encourage their teachers 1 "  • ·- ·, 
1 to experiment 'vi th ideas in method and Cllr!'-
riculum. So.ch freed� otten ts an :iJnportant factor ill 
the difference \betJen a telhing staff slippillg into a 
�-Ja •• nt. ru.t ( � I  facul.v. 
1
ntlmsiast;ical)T _wrt to .., 
>.deas and syst......,_.\.. :iJnp
L
nt. · • · • 
STIMULATING LEARNINb ENVJJWNi!ENT 
This ia a ..m� · teachers merit consideration, 
I Much has, and s ill be d ne to provi'de a pleasant 1 
vroll equipped clas•r- does not mean �frills•!: but 
proper seating, ligl;lting, facuJ.ty rooms, flld 
,• l I • peysical • Under bright, cheery' surroundings 1 
it seams, both te+s and charges llo a far better j�b- . 
with the curricul
i ESPRIT DE CORPS --- . I 
Once again, � a board1 feels· the district' s  children 
I ... , merit quality �truction .from quaJ.ity teachers, then it must 
also provide admim.btrators who will create a desirable 
intellectual envirobment. J.en morale and teamwork are built, 
I l then each o£ these "merit opportunities" become important. 
. r 
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SABBATICAL LEAVE 
'lhe practic-e oi' allowing an educator to take a 
I 
year� leave oi' absence £or study, travel, or research 
is not uncommon among institU:tions o£ higher learning. 
The idea is , perhaps, the grandparent oi' all 1'm.erit 
opportunities11•  Today this opportunity £or a years pro.tessional· 
grarlth at hal.t' sa.J.a.r:r is gradua.;LJ;r being adopted by Jll.aey' 
local school authorities. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
It is no accident that some schools have 
the names and pictures oi' their students and teachers be:f'ore 
the public eye. �is technique or awarding merit through · ·  
newspaper recognition ll?cks popularity in some systems. 
The point is however, that a system of planned news releases 
puts a school in a. far better light than an occasional. 
I I 
column about a P.  T. A. Meeting or a vetoed bond issue • 
. I ·I 
The press is not the o� channel to be used. 
Teachers 'W'.a.o are nominated to � educational offices or serve 
. '• 
I . � . .. 
through partioipatioJl in oomnnmity- activities also do much · ., 
to bring about good �ohool-c�ty relational. This too, I � . 
is merit in a broad sense. 11 . l EVALUATibN 
Once our faculty has ! been sti.kw.ated into salt improvement through 
opport�ty pro�am of s� maJ� steps and other incentives 1 the 
. I 
tor an appraisal of 
! I 
cont:im1ally 
an 
need 
I : 
this expectrd increase in ataf'f efficiency' is 
I , 
I 
necessary. Here, we must consider who 'V1ill do the rating and horr this 
rating will be done. The eval�tion of .l1this growth and :iJnpr�ement is 
effected in maey ways by one o� by seve�a persons.l Usua.lly this task 
is carried out b.1 the school administrators and supervisors. In some 
I II 
th t •  th systems rating is done by the teachers "themselves. At o er :unes e 
' I 
teachers find themselves co-opciratively !1appraised by combinations of the 
individuals just mentioned • .  
In regard to this rat�, the NeW' York state Teachers Association 
' 
I ,il 
suggests that teachers should not be asked to evaluate each other, nor 
should supervisor,y people dete�ne evaluation. They feel that 
rating is an administrative best done by principar�, 
li 
district principals, and superintendents. 2 In practice however, the 
· choice of who does the ev�uat�on rest .the individual system. 
From here, the next is the establishment of the 
criteria necessary to measure q�ality oft! service. �ee :ilnportan� sug-
gestions might well be followed here. � e first, that the criteria be 
I . I 
based largely on those traits vd1ich br:r· 1 about effective teaching and 
I I 
also on those . cardinal objectives set up,l for the education of our Nation' It 
young people. Second, that the! system ehtablishing or adopting such a 
rating device, be aware of the kuricultles and problems encountered in · 
any qualitative ex.amination of l human biing. While industry can eas� 
( •: 
I I l. B. J. Chandler and Paul V. Prtty, Per onnel in School Admin-
p. 261 . -
2. New York State Teachers Ass ciation, Renort 2£. Committee !2 
p. 18 
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individual has produced, education 
cannot as easily gauge th, overall /l ecti veness that teachers have on 
their human product: our community• s childr�n. As one area teacher ex­
plains, "You cannot hold 1 child J,· :!'or inspection :In the same, manner 
you can inspect the quali o/ of a rdu of film. '1 1he third point to remem­
ber in setting up a metho� of judg� teachers is the tremendous 
I I 
variety of conditions Tdlich must be talten into account vhen appraising 
. I I . :m::r of our fellO\v edu�tors. In reference to this third point, the 
I 
I . I teacher' s  association £or our state advises evaluators that :  
! 
"A teac4er' s  'behavior has to be judged in terms o£ 
the co�itions under .which he is teaching. The ' . 
most d��irable condition for one teacher may be less 
favorab*e for another. Different pupils react 
dif.fer��tly to a given stimulus. The characteristics 
of pup;Us, the number o.f pupils, the physical f'tcilities, 
the to�ls and resources available to the teac�er, and 
other factors have to be weighed in making j�nt.s. 
absolute ju�ents are impossible; judgmentS must 
be re:I.Ettive. 111 1 
· 
' ' . 
Now to the selection o.f some specific characteristics which an 
I _... I 
adequate rating instrument should contain. C�etul selecti�p ?f these 
traits will help to keep subjective judgments more objective' or a least 
semiobjectiy,e. The framework £or these checl�st items might easily be 
taken from the four major responsibilities o£ teachers cited in chapter 
trro. 'lliey include tb.e teacher • s responsibility to our students, our 
society, our profession, and ourselves. 
l. New York State Teachers Association, 2! Committee :!?2 
. Merit P• 22 
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A CHA...�T OF CHECKLIST TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS 
discover into lwhich catego� of responsibility the quality. 
traits chosen by the BardeeJ Teacher !Evaluation Report, Brighton, Pitts-
i I 
ford, and an early �sh-Hemliette evcb.uation sheet will fall.l 
R&SPOl-ISIBILr.t'Ia:S 1'0 1'HE PROFESSION: 
Adequacy of prep­
aration 
BRIGHTON PITTSFORD RUSH-HENRIETTA 
Leadership-ability Evidence o£ -General sense of 
to \·,organize groups, good planning-responsibiJ.ity. 
cre'ate· better sta£fsets up de£in£ ... J � 
Growth in profession morale41 ite goals and AbiJ.ity to work 
Professional 
interest 
c1reativity-seeks 
n�w approaches to 
16�g problems. 
� !;. 
objectives. professional groups 
Readiness for eff­
ective action 
Records and reports 
Professional ethics 
General promptness 
Initiative-willing 
to accept ngw ideas, 
challenges all 
ability levels. 
Wisdom in selection 
of learning experi­
ences 
Ju<igmei{t, 
RESPONSIBILITIES TO OURSELVES: 
BARDEEN BRIGHTON 
Appearance Enthusiasm 
Personal impression Maturity 
Speech 
Sel£- Control 
Adaptability 
Physical health 
Mental Health 
Reliability 
l. See appendices G, H, I, J. 
· l  
PITTSFORD RUSH-HENRIETTA 
Possesses sense PQysical vigor and 
of humor . vitality 
Elcercises tact Adaptability 
and descretion 
Vitality 
Neatness 
Poise 
Patience 
Initiative 
Sociability and 
consideration 
Stability and 
balance 
Tolerance 
Effective use ot 
voice 
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wit! 
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RESPOUSIBILITIES TO SOCIETY: ! I. . I 
BARii�U BRIGHTON PITTSFORD RUSH-HENRIETTA 
'J;eacher inspires Community under-- Belief in the demo-
loynl.ty standing I cratio m:::r 
Attitude toward Works well with FUrthering democratic 
community parents I ideas through pract-
I ice and example 
&unsels wisely 
and tactfully Interest and support 
Tlith pa.J:'ents o£ local school or 
community 
RESPONSIBTI.ITIES TO THE STUDENTS : 
BA.RDEEN BRIGHTON PITTSFORD RUSH-HENRIETTA 
Pupils shmv Developf pride Considers each Contributes to whole-
gr�rth :m. ;sal£ o£ achievement , student ij-S an. .some pupil grcmth and 
control in pupils individua:I. development 
Teacher stimulates Helps pupils Acceptable pupil Understanding and con­
cooperation see objectives behavior without sideration o£ each 
study habits or 
shorr 
improvement 
Accepts all 
chi.J.dren and 
varies methods 
to meet d:ir­
frequent repri- pupil as an individual 
mands 
Good classroom 
atmosphere 
Assistance or interest 
in extra-curricular 
student activities 
are devel- ferences 
oping ability to Encourages pupil Classroom management 
Makes use of tests responsibilit,y and control 
to improve in- and self-control 
struction Aotiti.ties well chosen 
No dull, dea� 
lessons 
Inf?I)ires . eager 
response from 
students 
Uses wide selecJ;.· 
tion of resource 
materials 
·Effective use of source 
materials. 
Effective use o£ 
instructional aids 
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Just a quick glance at the preceeding chart shows quite graphic-
when they drafted their respective checklists. It vrould appear that in 
some systems, qualifying for top merit increases could be far more di.ffi-
cult than in others .  After inspecting a number of these evaluation devi­
ces in checklist form m� of the district ' s  educators voiced comments 
similar to the following: It shows that the teaching profession must 
display an excellence of ch�acter that matches if not surpasses the 
traits of most other professional groups. This isn't unexpecte<; though, 
since most parents want o� the best for their youngsters . In comparing 
i 
ourselves to the checklists we would all demonstrate their traits some 
of the time, but it would be a rare person indeed who could maintain 
I 
competence in a;ll of the areas all of the time. And, surely, if one of 
I I 
us did continuob.S"R exhibit such quality, he might, ironical.ly, find 
himself high in the educatiozkl. hierarcey far from th� classroom and the 
i /� I 4 
children Vlho would benei"it from his ma.n;,y fine traits. �  
Obviously there is more to lmow about this form of rating than 
just the traits being assessJd. The number of evaluators and their frame 
I \ 
of reference also enters into this thinking. For, when utilizing a 
sheet as the primary' means of teacher evaluation, the eva.luator(s ) report 
not on what has actu� transpired; but ·o� his evaluation of what he 
- .  
has seen and heard.l  I 
1. Ner; England School Development Council, Teacher � � 
Relation to .a956, � 91. 
I 
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ally the varia~ion in characteristics that each group felt were :I+nportant 
check .. 
Comoetence 
---_____ Salary, 
Still another element enters this checkSheet picture. It is the 
halo ef'i'ect i'acing all raters. For instance, an appraiser, convinced 
that a teacher is •·rorthy o£ a! me;i t �reaso 1 ;r.iJ.l shade his checklist 
i'ind:i:.ngs sligh-tly higher. ·He liia\V subconsciously "see " the £acult7 member 
I 
performing better and will therefore check the box which conforms to 
these inner thoughts .  
\ 
. I 
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To ·OVercome such problems, most . school s,ystems base their teacher 
i ·evaluations on more than one investigation technique, on the reports o£ 
several competent evalu�tors and, almost al�s, ·on more than · one visit 
to the classroom during the schopl year. 
I 
\ .  I . . Further investigation techniques make use of information not 
specifically covered 1?� checklisl rating instruments. A number of these 
assessment approaches mhy be in combination with a checklist o; in 
lieu of it. Here is a kartial of �ch alternate areas for .determin-
1 li ing a teacher' s  performance. The items were supnlied b,r bPth teachers 
and administr�tors £roJ this arel.l They ihclud� : � 
l. Reactions pJents givJ to t�achers and their • • •  
. ' 
2. Types and n�er of p £essional activities and a 
I teacher supports .  • • 1 
I I $ I � 
3. Opinions of o'ther school officials who have been issociated 
with the teachers and �heir teaching • • •  
4. Recognition of a 
$. E:caminationjf the taking place in a school' s  total 
program by ch as the Eastern States Association 
Schools • • •  
1. Report o£ an 
July 14-17, 1959 
Colleges and Seconclary 
o£ Rochester, conducted 
• 2$. 
j 
I 
ALTE&'IATIVES TO A CHECia.IST EVALUATION 
I: 
uaeµ 
; 
f 
lp..st 
teacwing 
'j 
~oupa 
~ ...... 
···:. 
·~~.:~ 
teacJer1 s advanced stud7 and additional 
I 
• µ -
' / professional preparation ••• I , 
teaching 
. .I 
agenoi,_ea 
or the MiddlJ states /&sociation of 
Instit,~te, 'llie 
~· .5!1· 
[ 
I 
l 
i· 
.I 
;! 
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6. Use o£ teacher sel.f-evaluation through form or interview, 
I . : 
See appendix # K • • • 1 
i 
.. 
1 .  Discussion leadership o£ curricular and instructional problems 
I 
at grade level and departmental meetings • • •  
a .  Measuring of the general student progress through 
standardized tests aver a period of three to five years • • •  
9. Acknm'Tledgment q£ the evidence of a teacher' s  quality 
I -
as shown by the hnaterial accumulated in a teacher' s  £Ue • • •  l 
! 
"1 
- �· 
' ( 
J 
. . .... 1 "'  
\ 
l 
\ 
\ 
\ 
1. This ninth technique, involving a. careful.J.y ltept cumulative personnel 
record system, is highly recommended by W. c. Reavis and D. H. Cooper 
in their Supplementary Educational Monograph No. 59, 1945, entitJ,ed 
"Evaluation .9£ Teacher Merit � School ••. 
\ 
t 
J 
Systems 
CHAPTER IV MERIT: TO WHAT DEGREE? 
Just as there are m.ailiV' roads which converge all at Rome, so are 
there numerous paths a school district may follow in formulating a plan 
'\'lhich centers on merit evaluation. The complexions·:;()£ these programs 
as varied �s the systems which· have adopted them. The reason for this 
var.Lation may often be related to one or more of three major considera­
tions; policy, budget, or enthusiasm. Such' circumstances have resulted 
in the implementation of merit in many degrees .  Faculties are experienc­
ing it formally, senii-formally, and informally. In addition, merit 
increases may be awarded at the first. salar,r step, at any subsequent step 
I I 
or in a total step plan. To clearly comprehend these merit approaches 
' I 
us survey a £-evr varieties novr in effect in' New York State. 
1 BRmHTON #1 ' ·  
The Brighton District One School System provides an example or 
meri� .application as it is employed 'by several area schools. Devised by' 
I , 
an elected committee of teachers with administrative assistance, their 
I I ' • 
formal merit plan begins at step sixteen and continues to the �ent.1-
second step of a twent,r-four step sdhedule. Those teachers who earn the 
rating. of "Satisfactory Plus 11 are tlien awarded increments 'Which, when all 
I . 
seven steps are achieved, v.i.ll total $1400. 
This evaluation for merit is done by a reviewing committee o£ five 
I 
teachers plus the Administration. A list of the candidates , who have 
qualified is then submitted to the Schoo-f Board by' the Superintendent. 
I 
At this point final decisio�s are made. 
I 
The criteria used for evaluat'ing Brighton te�chers , (See Exhibit 
are prefaced by this philosophy: 
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11Any teaching posi:t;ion in 'Which the teacher is fully 
responsible for the instruction of a group of chUd-
ren is as important as aqy other such position. Even 
though the importance of positions is equal, the quality 
of teaching varies considerab� from one teacher �· � �  
to another. While most scales, check lists, and 
other measures for rating teachers are of questionable 
validity, there is genera.l.ly considerable unanimity 
of judgment among skilled observers in the evaluation 
of teaching. Likewi.se, competent teachers are able to 
evaluate the quality of teaching with considerable una.zti.mi ty • II 
� IROl:IDEQUOIT 
I 
This neighboring district has merit in effect after the tenth year 
., i 
of service .  At this stage in a '  teacher ' s  career, he m;;::r be considered) 
I I 
for one of six steps on the mer:i,t scale. Recommendations for such incen-
tive pay are made by the staff. llie Board o£ Education 
I 
is then responsiblelfor the final d�cision. 
I / achieving the top merit category is $9600. 
CANANDAIGUA I 
1he salar.1 .. for a teacher 
In 1957 a saJ.a.r:r plan based upon the merit rating system was 
inaugurated by the Board of Education for tho city of Canandaigua. In 
1960 the program was revised and is now based on sal.ary scales tied to 
merit ratings on a percentage basis. These ratings, drawn up by the 
I 
Finance · Committee o£ the Board of Education, are assigned the following 
values :  
Value 
l Poor 
2 Mediocre 
3 Average I 4 �ellent ! 5 Outstandirig 
I 
Merit 
I 
·t . Below 2.0
, 
2�0 to 4.1 
. 4.2 to 5. 2 
5.3 to 6.0 
Hone unless mandated 
3% 
4}% 
6% .  
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Starting in 1947, the Ithaca merit program is perhaps. the most 
I . 
discussed in our state. The program is decidedly subjective in its plan I 
of evaluation. Both the superintendent and the teachers who fo�ted 
., 
the program believe that co�lete objectivity in teacher evaluation is 
. li e. � 
The plan of eva1uati9n is annua.J+y by the building 
principal for his teachers.  I His includes the teacher ' s  personal 
I . · · 
service record, the supervi�ors1 or reviews, and his ovm 
l -
supervisor,y observations . The form has two major headings : "Direct 
Services to Pupils 11 which ikludes classroom management 
and contribution of tea,cher j to program and "Teacher Qualities and ·: I . . 
Grmvth 11 • Thia second l;le�g the areas of personal qualities 
I 
and professional growth. Based on sa criteria, x:a�ings are given 
I 
from one dorm to five in degree of • .  
' ) •  
•' 
.. ' 
•, 
. .  
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CHAPTER V THE OPERA OF THE MfmiT PI.AH AT RUSH-HENRIETTA 
As in ::t:rogr� came about :for two 
I 
:::
c
:::::,
:f
o
�: :::::: :: ::: 
I 
faculty for some type of program would increase �service opportu-
nities and also provide salary incr � ases , at least for some, beyond the 
barrier of the automatic sllar,y sch dul�. 
To place the prqgrJ into � , ion some .method of teacher evaluation 
was necessary. For this p�ogram of 1 appraisal two problems had to be 
come. They were the selec ion of ( ) a rating device and {2 ) the detel'-
mination of hovr the eVjlua ors woul , carry out their responsibilities . ·  
!!§ FORMS � 
After many hou;-s of discussion and the ME;lrit Committee 
\ i 
adopted a commercial tat · form itled simp�: Teacher �aluation 
Report.lThis rat� sJeet ls furth� coded "Form B-9111 by its source, I 
Ba.rdeen''s Jncorporated, a �choo� ply hou:s
e 
�ocated in Syracuse, New 
York. Where this distribulor obtaJ.d the 
:f
orm is not �  . 
Regardless of its o�igin how�ver, the form does ' seem to be compre­
hensive in its checklist i�ems. FJr major categories are outlined with 
i I 
at least eight subpoints listed under each categor,r. These th�four 
behavioral outcomes may be I reviewed I by refe�ing to the chart of 
teacher characteristics . on !pages 32 and 33. 
The next hurdle was I that of ·�eighing11 or placing a numerical value . ' . 
on each teacher characteristic to be rated. This task was a silnple one 
. 1. See appendix G 
) 
/ 
! 
I 
I 
i! 
\' 
I 
I 
TJO?r 
indicated chJter :a,,th~ 
1 
reasons. One: the desire:by the Board of 
: 1, 
Trarding the district 1 s sup~rior t.ea.chers. 
l 
EVALUATION 
--
I 
I 
i 
· I 
BEfuSED 
-1--
J 
·1 
that 
e 
sup 
examination 
over-
checklis1 
since the card alrea� site each observable characteristic. 
'lhere 
Thus : 
OUTSTANDING 
The Merit Committee 
4 3 
one o£ five possible 
BELOW AVERA.GE POOR 
classification in this manner : 
I 2 I l ,  0 
As a result o£ this �st� the number o£ points a teacher recieves will . I . 
determine the category' �to which: they shall fall. These categories are 
I ' 
as follows : Outstanc$-ng : · U9 - 136 points 
I I 
Above Aver�ge : f.5 � 118 points 
\· Average : 51 - 84 points 
I i 
: 17 - 50 points 
I · i 
�oor · 0 - 16 points 
Another form utilized · is a mimeographed she�tJ. dra.VfO. up by the 
. l ·' Director of Elementary Education. The purpose of this form is to provide ,.-
a place to record '\Vhat was observed on classroom visits. ihe five areas 
considered ·on this anecdotal record ar&: 
\ 1. Classroom Atmosphere \ 
2 . Evidences o£ Good Teaching -. 
3 .  Evidences of Areas for Improvement 4. General Lesson Observed 
5. General Feeling o£ Observer 
The third ra�ing device is a relatively elaborate booklet called 
I � Evaluation Record. 2 \iritt.en by Dnight E. Beecher, Research · 
Coo�dinator for the Bo££alo Public SChools, this instrument was based on 
1. See Appendix L . ,  
2. See Appendix M 
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/ 
are five 
! !: 
1$d boxes ~ppo 
I I: I I 
such boxe~, each under 
ABOVE AtGE A~E I 
I' 
weig~ted each'I. 
- I . 
I I 
.Below\"Average 
Teaching~~~~-----~ 
classification 
t! 
criterions se� forth b.1 schools throughout New York State. �e device 
serves a dual pun>ose : that of ''providing a comprehensive guide for dia.- · 
gnosis and constructive supervision. 11 and that of providing "reliable 
I 
ratings of teaching ei'i'ectivoness. 11 
I . 
The most significant difference between this rating form and 
Bardeen1 s evaluation report is the di.!Terence in emphasis. This booklet 
exphasizes only those characteristics 'Which can be observed within the 
classroom, and those which contribute to competent teaching and affective 
learning. It does not consider the personal characteristics of a teacher 
their behavior outside the school room. 
I 
A further examination of this booklet shows that it contains a 
oi thirty-two characteristics . Each one is � explained a¢ is -
enough to cover a.ny teaching situation either in a self contained 
a departmentalized plan, or· a special subject area such as gym 
To illustrate the applicability of this rating fonn it might 
desirable to glance at several of the charac�eristics covered in it. 
following items shovr this range : 
\ 
"1. The teacher is fair and impartial. \ 
• I 
2. The teacher 1 s behavior is consistentl;r unbiased. 
Evidences 
Shcms no· favoritism or partiality; praise and 
critisism are based on fact; all critisism const�tive; 
no pets; appraisal of pupils i'air and reliable; 
no excessive critisism of individual pupils;  
maintains the con£idence of children. n 
11.4. Contributions and ei't'ors of individual pupils 
are given recognitio� 
1 . 
Teacher shows respect for pupil opinion and suggestions. 
-42-
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I 
I 
fnor 
total 
broad 
!Classroom, 
or music. 
be 
/l'he 
I 
1 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Sar:role Evidences 
�resses interest a.�d gives appropriate c� 
mendation to pupil effort even i.f small. Atten­
tion is given to individual comments and problems. " 
"26. Teacher employs a. variety of appro�bes in 
preaenting new material.a. 
Teacher shows adaptability and broad understanding 
of technics in hia presentation of new materials. 
Evidences 
Teacher uses m.aey illustrations., utilizes suggest,. 
ions from pupils. as to method and procedures; 
changes method quickly 'When it is obviao.s that the 
method being used is not effective; encourages 
pupils to try out several solutions; teacher and 
pupils discuss the relative merits o£ the variao.s 
. . sol-utions . nl 1 
In connection� with these ab�ve criteria, Beecher suggests that 
.. 
DDDDD 
� I 
use a .four-point scale preceded b.1 a 
The purpose of the zero is to ) show that the 
4 I had no opportunity- to observe that particular 1 2 0 .3 
I 
being demonstrated. When final tallies are made the zero i tams are 
" I  
and consequently do not harm the teacher ' s  total rating score. 
I 
the sUbj�ctive j�nt often created b.1 checklist instru­
! 
in -which all items mu.st be scored regardless of mather or not � / 
I 
observed. The Ba.rdeen form ifers part� fr� this factor. 
D.vight E. Beecher, � Evaluation pp� 7 � 13� 
·1 1 
\ 
I 
I 
evaluators 
zero. 
ite+n 
disregarded 
This elirnina.t.es 
:ments 
r ·r 
Teaching----------- Record, 
THE EVALUATOR' S RESPONSIBILITIES 
�a responsibilities for actually using the three evaluation 
. I 
devices to gather in.formation 'vera given to the administration. Here is 
how these duties are accomplished. During the school year eaah admini-
1 
strator at the elementar,y level makes a number of observations. These 
I I 
building principals usua.J.ly carry out a minimum of one scheduled visit 
per teacher during the school year • . ·As part of this formal visit the 
principal utilizes the mimeographed sheet drawn up by Mr.· Popen. On this 
I 
form be records \"'ha.t he has seen during his observation or immed.iate)3 
I 
after it. � con.ference between the teacher and the principal soon 
on the same day if possible. 
other observations are undertaken by the build.ing principal, ·but 
these are informal visits required by the Director of Elementary 
. . 
In performing these visits, the principals are given the alternative of 
turning in two visitation reports per week or sixt,y such observations b,y . } 
the completion of the school year. Again the mimeographed sheet is the 
form utilized. 
The mext phase of teacher evaluation is the responsibility of the 
Director of Elementary Education. 'l'hi Merit Committee felt that for a 
I . ·I 
. 
more accurate assessment of teacher competence, the estj,mate of more than 
one administrator was necessary. For · this reason Mr. Popen also assists 
I I! in teacher evaluation. In m�st of this rating he emp1oys � 
Evaluation Record. After a �ersonal, \ scheduled visit to a classroom he 
I tl . 
the date of his observation above the appropriate box on the fOUl'-• I j, 
scale. Each teacher is thus systematic� rated. · 1his evaJ.uation 
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I 
.. 
1places 
,point 
foll 
Educatio 
Teaching 
I / -' 
is continued ani).ually and in a period of years it provides a definite 
I 
profile of an instructor. Both improvement, and the need for improvement 
can be graphicaJ.ly noted. Tltt9� data� extremely valuable when year'J:9" 
rec�endations £or merit are required or when tenure appointments are 
made. 
The last stages of this assessment operation focus on the Bardeen 
I , 
Teacher Evaluation Ur. Popen is again responsible for completing 
' I I 
this checklist although h� ddes it after agreeipg with the building . I . 
pal. In filling it out:, he bases his scoring on the information 
· I I by both the Beecher .and the building principal' s  observation . 
I I • • 
reports . Thus, the rat�g resulting from the Bardeen form provides the 
final 8.11-S'Wer to who m.Jf
.,_
be donsidered as a .candidate for a merit boost. 
:Jhe names a£ theSe tefoors l'lh, have attained the "outs�• 
category are then sublll:itted �o the Board of Education. At th:iii time the 
Board makes the ultimate dec�sion. no limit has been set on 
number of teachers to receiv� the sal�J advance .  � must 
have completed their fourth Jtep howeJer. Therefore, there is ev�ry 
I II · reason to believe that all the candida�es selected will gain approval. 
The merit increment f� this yJar has been set at one hundred dol-
lars .  This money is paid in !June at completion af the· school year. 
At this t:illl.e the recipients dre through congratulatory letters 
signed by the president of 
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This , then, is the !program merit as it is presently 
at Rush-lwnrietta. The �ter of Jhis account hopes it has been both 
inf'ormati-ge and thou�ht I! The program is still in its infancy. 
The need for improvement �vident. Nonetheless, . the first 
�teps have been taken and both and staff must 
share the respo�sibili ty 1! or the program into a f'ull. � 
successful maturity. 1 
I 
) 
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I CHAPTER VI 
entire school year. 
Henrietta' s  merit progi-am for an 
hasJl proved to b� invaluable in providing 
first hand information the opertion of a plan !or select:lllg and 
awarding superior teachers It is uhderstandable that this initial. year 
has left the program with several improvements. 
the writer feels, are both urgent 
I . and necessary for a m9re program in the future : 
:� I I . 
l. A basic s� schedule e� to those of surrounding school .. I districts. :· , 1 
. .  I 
2. A merit incr�se .of at lea.St one salary' step it the payment is 
. � I . 
and or .twice thi� amount it merit is to a bonus. 
I I I 
At Rush-Hen:tiettaJ the p�ent of $:1.00 is not to 
"· I • , '! I . 
accomplish a.rry program goal save the mere recognition of a 
I I 
-47-
superior · teacher.: While it is true that this meager figure is ' . ,-
1 • � I I .� 
a step above the 0verbal bouquets " o£ the past yearp, 
.
it is 
) 
still inadequate when weighed against the program 1·s goals and j 
I \ . -
the energies used in it. 
3. An 11opportunity11 program. paralleling the merit plan • .  Such an 
I 
approach would provide a variety o£ oppo:u.bunities for all 
ers to pursue as a wa:y o£ increasing their professional. compe-
tence. 
4. 'lhe use o£ an evaluation device such as the Beecher form 'Which 
places the greatest stress on those characteristics o£ teachers 
vmich w.i.ll actually increase the quality of the student' s  edu­
cation. 
\ 
I, 
AN EVALUATION! 2£'. ~ RpSI{..~lETTA MERIT SYSTEM 
J ' . . 
The writer has exper;i.enced lm.sh-
i This p13riod 
I 
I 
ablt I 
t 1ha need £pr 
i 
, I I Tne following ropoi:mnendations, 
. I 
i increment 
n 
effective 
adm1nisterihg 
teac 
I S. 'lhe employment of an ec:bucator., not an evaluator, to whom 
ers could turn for advice concerning improvement. This is 
necessary since many teachers find it axtreme:cy- difficult to 
seek aid from someone in a rating position who might inadve:t"" 
tently penalize them for this action. 
6. Merit in monetary form only after the third year o:f teaching 
experience. 'While some may feel that it is admirable that be-
' 
ginning staff members strive for merit honors., the concept 
i 
needs reconsidering. Instead of encouraging beginning teachers 
to race swiftly down the broad road to total professional com-
"'�"· . ,  j 
petence, waul� it not be better ·to direct their initial energy 
I 
and enthusias.m on a mare moderate path? :tv �ng merit: at 
a later time, the fourth year for instance, the beginning 
• �-
ers could sp�d their first three years in bringing about .tirm 
classroom control, developing a sound knowledge of tqp curricu-
lum., and adjusting gracefu� to the system. 
_. � 
... 
. ·-� 
7 .  A flexible program backed by a large percentage of interested 
\ 
and informed .faculty and administrative members.. �e attitudes 
I . of these educators should be those of sincerity and mutual con-
fidence. 
8. 'lhe continuous evaluation ar the program seeking �yx to make 
it more e£.factive plus a close examination or the plan' s  eftect 
on teacher' s  competence and lretention. 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION· POLICY ON SALARY 
· · - ·-- · · - ·---·- .. 
�he Board of Education in its continued study of st�f 
relationships aud salc.ry programs it·· · ·la that certain elements are 
necessary ":. :  suppo:.:·t its policy of attr-acting , retaining , and 
developing a high quality teaqhing · · staff . 
II. 
III .  
a.  Desirable surroundings which create favorable atmosphere 
for practici:1g "the t..each:..ng professiorr -�ern buildings 
and facilities . 1 
I 
b. Good e>.d.-niilistration thP.t observes , confers , and provides 
guida;Y..:c 'ic:· p,;.•v.fessio:1al of staff members . 
c .  Gee d  type of co�nunity.  
JOB j 
a.  As gJ.·o�;th in t.hc d.ictr:..ct requil·es expansion Qf the school 
s�·stc1, it shalJ. l;>e the policy of the Board to promote 
ind:..-.;iciuals !rom -..n. thin th� staff insofar as possible. 
b 1 J, � • • f '] f . • • syc ��� o- evaluatlon o pro esslonal 
to basb all iorms of advancement. 
skills upon which 
a .  A basic sala:�·:· 3Chedule vrhich is cormnensurate vTith the ,  
su:::-ro'll:1ding c:.:.st:i:'icts . 
'. ' 
b .  A provis1 . .:. n  f::::r sa.lc:..ry increments based on additional hours 
c .  
d. 
of creC!.it j n. v�u:.·l�ing toward a masters or certification. This 
v1or!: 1�:u.st cor..tri'b>x;:,e directly to professi�nal development in 
the pnrticu.1.ar fieJ.d.. 
A proY�.sion ftJ�:· sala.ry increments for outstanding performance 
as d :3terr.li.i1cd 'b:r th"J aclrr..in1;.stration. 
l . j 
A p:�o-risicn for a l b'3lo�·r a�re:rage salary increment for sub-standard 
perfor:::'!oU)ce e..� dd.u,_"L:'inccl bY ·::.he .a.d.-·ninistra.tion. I l I . l '  
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I. WORKING CO:-JDITIONS 
developr:i.ent 
0 PPORTUN I'l'Ii'3 
-·-···--... - .... --···· 
SALARY PrlOGRfM: 
--··---· ... -- .~ 
MECHANICS OF SALARY SCHEDULE POLICY 
J r INCREMENTS I I I 
1 .  Normal increments from .lst and 2nd year will b e  one step. 
All years .following, normal t �nnual increment will be 2 steps . 
The administration can rec•,. ,1rt>md an additional step at 
hirirtg to particularly p:.rQrlli:Jing candidates .  
2 .  Educational oredit £or eJch 10 hrs . through �0 would be 1 
step .  One step :will be �llowed for Masters credit. The 
administration qan recommend that service credit be allowed 
for non-teaching experietice . 
3. Existing staff �an gain ohe or add�tional steps depending 
upon administrative eval�ation during their teaching career. 
a. The Board o£ Educatio� , in awarding a step for outstanding I . 
teaching performance , offers an improved position on this 
salar,y whic will benefit the teacher throughout 
his career. 
b. as determined by the 
administratibn may refult in the advance on the schedule 
of less thanl the norm ' l annual incr�ment . -
c .  Staff lT.\embers c an  beyond the maximum limits 
defined by tpeir b,y the number of merit s teps 
earned throughout the . r  teaching career. 
I 
MILITARY SERVICE STEP - AbTIVE 
. All teachers who had 1 y ar or more active militar,y service 
will be credited 2 steps on the salar,y schedule.  This 
service award was to t 1 e effect in Septe�ber 1958. All present staff member have be n awarded this t and all new 
teachers will receiv it when lhired. 
HIRING 
1 .  
2. 
The normal step .fo , inexperienced teachers wi. th 
bachelors degree be Those with advanced 
educational will b placed on correct step as 
designated b,y #2 
Credit for past will be calculated on the following basis : 
One step for one year ; s  service . 
Two steps ea h for a aximum of four additional years 
and 
One step for add�tional year to a maximum of 15 steps 
The adrninistra 
for non-teaching , 
sche~ule 
teachingJ 
'; 11 
Sub-standard1 teachingf perfonnance 
; 
advance 
educr,tion 
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TEACHER SALA.RY SCHEDULE 
1t6o-61 
� I 
AB 1 4300 
10 hr . 2 4400 
20 hr. 3� 4500 
30 hr . 4 i 4600 
Masters 5 4700 
6 4800 
? 4900 
8 5000 
9 5100 
10 5200 
11 5300 
12 5400 
13 5500 
14 5600 
15 5700  
16 5850 
17 6000 
18 615'o 
19 6300 
20 6450 
21 6600 
22 6750 
23 6900 
24 7050 
25 7200 
26 7350 
27 7500 
Max. AB 28 7650 
AB . MAX. 
Max. AB + 10 hrs . 29 780 0 , 
Max. AB + 20 hrs . 30 . 7950 \ 
\ 
Max. AB + 30 hrs . 31 8100 
Max. Masters 32 8250 
8450 33. 
J4 8650 
35 8850 
36. 9050 
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- B A R D E E N '  S  T E A C H E R  E V A L U A T I O N  
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\ TEACHER EVALUATION REPORT File No. 2.1 Form B-91 
General Rating -··-···················­
Recommendation : --- Address (Permanent) -------······················································· Name. 
Subj. or Gr. 
Note : Place a single X in space opposite each lettered 
cla_s�ification. which most nearly indicates your 
opmton. 
1. TEACHING EFFICIENCY-Procedures 
&. Planning and preparation of work 
b. Classroom ma.'lagement 
(Housekeep:stg - orderliness, arrangement and 
care of materials, attractiveness of room 
Control of class-type, degree; adequate atten­
tion to attendance of pupils and aftendance 
e. Attention to individual differences 
; analyzes needs; applies remedial 
f. Economical use of pupil time 
(Avoids waste of own and pupils' time; improves 
habits of 
g. Applies principles of educational psychology 
(Clear and reasonable assignments. Utilizes 
pupils' questions, leads and contributions; 
makes work meaningful; keeps learnings alive 
h. C se of teaching aids and devices 
Temp. Addr·---···-··--···----�---··--···················-
2. TEACHING EFFICIENCY-Results 
(in terms of pupil development) 
a. Pupils show growth in self-control 
(-in classroom, on playground, about building; 
b. Teacher stimulates pupil cooperation 
(with teacher, with other ; willingness to 
share of 
c: Pupjls are courteOU!l-
for welfare of others 
--d. Teacher inspires loyalty 
(to and ideals, ciassmates or school; 
e. Study habits of pupils show improvement 
( Efficient use of time; intelligent selection of 
-· materia1s; 
f. 
g. Pupils have achieved in subject 'llatter 
h. Intellectual curiosity of pupils aroused 
Power and desire to observe· 
GENERAL RATING 
3. PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
a. Adequacy of Preparation 
(Learned; well prepared in own subject; ac­
ted with other fi 
---.......... ~-..---~~ -------- ---- ___ ........... ~...........,._--------...,........_---
, 
/ 
I 
,i 
'I 
(Daily; long term) 
records) 
·----~ 
\ 
.-Attention to =cour-se of study-- - ·-~----·····--· 
' 
(Follows course of study; modifies when neces· 
sary to meet needs of class) 
I 
! d. Stimulation of pupil interest 
- -(Cfas91s-attenti;,>e,-particitates 'wit?renthMiasrrn- · ·· 
(Knows pupils 
measures) 
study} 
1, 
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self-respect) 
pupils 
carry proper load) 
(concern rights, ; tolerance) I I , . I 
prindpies 
patriotism} 
perseverance) 
Pupils are developing ability to think 
+m (clearly, accurately; make decisions) ( Acq uire~u:11 t, retention, appTication) 
( , eagerness to /~am) I ! ,I I 
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All P:rof'c�·cir·.; : :1 ·-· n-..d c::JG :!.ncludes acade;rii_c 2nd p:rofe ssj o11�.:t trc:l.nind: c1.nd e 'bt:�yot'ld tho dagl•e<!l upon l"Jbioh 
Pe::rscniJ. 
tha salr is St;bjm:;t�· vo includes -tr:.e d:=:!ons't·,·a·l.i5.on of 
:! ncreas ·d effec-c.:·:·rcness :i.n pup1.1 l'elations or in -
service. to the chool or · conl!,mni t.y o 
Objccti·re eviclen · o 1.ncludes varied work experi.cnc or, 
travel ? end csj ;:1hich cont:i�uts. ·to the 
or the ind�Vl.dual 
Sub;)cctJ-;;e e\�d-e.ice includes the application of such lmrmled�c <:.nd gr wth to the school or cu.m.'1• :ni t.y o 
I . .Pe ""nonC::L RequJ.f;i'i.eo 
I 
t. .:;; He a1;t,h ... P h:rnic al and 1"1en·t.al 
lo Physicnl vigor and vitality <Jnd effective usa of t..he vo:i. ce i.n 
co . .  Jtm.mJ.c nt.ing desi ' able ide. 3.t attitudess feelings !) etc,1 
' 
., ;..:. 
}.dupta·uility Abi . ity to n ke necessar-,t adjustments .... open 
d.nd cdness., 
· f Sociab:f lit.y and co; siderut.:l. n - Ability Jco gEr'y. e.long· td.::;.h fcllc:·; ... 
wot>kers1,. ft·:i. ndl::tncss3 syrnpnthyv ·u."1.dorstanding 
pa(',iencG9 tolm•auc p ness11 etco \ . \ 
E ·lotio'l1dJ.y - Stnb lity s.r.i!i b31attce charc.cteri�t,ng th.1.'1 1.:IOL1-· 
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,at?;.cl the GCaO!'al an~ specifi.o_ pJ.,._ms of fallo-:1,.wo1•1';:era,, 
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of .tho ind1·ddt.!.'.:!J. criHd 1: dlspretJ.on in dealfog- with otbcr.s, f'..'"i..o::c~ 
±'c:rcsi.cht -··· ,p.ru.don~e ,_.., comk:.i'.>n sen::ieo ·· 
5., Et.h:ic<3.1 t!'c..lues Loyalty, cooparation, courtesy and 
responsibi.� cy o 
I ·. � A-6t�d:.udes 'tot.,.ards Pupils 
lo Contr:tbuti�s to �JholeS<?lilG pupil grot-rt:o and deVE:"�opnerito 
a.� �idenbo of desirz.ble pupil . a�c.titudcs1 un:ierstandinas, 
bcha.viol• 
i • 
2 ,  Understa.."l.ding and consideration of e�ch pupil t·.s an individual o 
I 
a.. Teachc.i.'" a.scer-l.;<:.."ins needs and capocities of t� indiv:tdual, 
helps him ;.n appropxoiat® laa.rning e.ll)eriences .., _  interest 
:ln t,lm educat."tonal life plans o:f' the pupil o " 
3o Assist.:.nlce I or interest in the extru-cu�inuJ.ar, recrea:hional., and ·�· 
social aotiv.tt.ies o£ pupils o 
I I '  
I 
:CII Horlc Hablts 
lc.- PunotuelitY and regula.r:ii:Wo 
2 o Efficiehey' in ooe ·O� ot� 'ti.vna o 
3 o  Efficiency in use of pupils a tims, 
I 
Perseverance "'�d ingenuity 1n overcoming diffibultie:Jo 
I I .  
Applied ty · "co organize o 
I 
. 
6o Applied. abili1;y t? coordinate, correla:t;e and �1.1pt. prog1 ::nns .  
Applice.t.io:n of Educational Phil.?Sophy ' · I \ 
Adequate and appropriata goals and objec'tiv�s iri mee�:.ing sc:hool, 
ca:nrfl.ut•l.ity and pupil nesds o 
2.>) Flcxibllit.y in 'programs t� arrow for individuaJ. diffenmces o 
3o  Respect f'o? an.d adh01'"19nce to accepted principlGB · o£ learr.ing 
end teachingo . 
5o Knooled� and application of child' psyphology to the tescbing 
!Sit,ua'tian., 
I I 
Di.Tection of th� learning activities 
accepted educational: p�osop�o 
I J ' • r ' 
·. 
'!, 
toward the objectives or 
' 
I ·  I 
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, I  . ' 
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C.:i:a.'3.!'al 
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C a Teaching &1dlls 
•' 
l e1 �oa(;'hinG objaot:.t;,�at< conole:tent tTith leo:rning experlenees lll'J.d 
ac1oi �"i tioa., 
2 .,  Act:iv:tt.ies �-aJ3. chosel1 
I 
5., 
a() Appl"Opclats ta objectives.? to level of devel.oJn::.mt of Cl.g'e 
gi."cupsll t�o fle:;dbilii:y' neoasst:.\"Y, t.!) lilnited as]?Oats of t.ba 
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2 1 Introduction 
T H E  T E A C H I N G  E V A L U A TI O N  R E C O R D 
Prepared by DWI GHT E. BEEC H ER 
Coordinator of Research, Buffalo, New York, P nblic Schools 
The Teaching Evaluation Record is designed to serve a dual purpose : 
(1) To provide a compr•hensive guide for diagnosis and 
constructive supervision 
(2) To make possible reliable ratings of teaching 
effectiveness 
This rating scale is based on a very broad consensus of experienced educa­
tors as to the objectives of education, and as to what practices and 
behaviors tend to result in the achievement of these objectives. It is 
applicable to teachers of all grades and subject areas. 
The development of this instrument has had the benefit of active 
participation by representatives of ten teachers' colleges, and experimental 
use of items in an evaluation project involving over 800 teachers. Follow­
ing extensive experimental work, complete item analysis was made, 
followed by further refinement and selection of individual items. 
The present instrument is believed to include all the criterions of 
effective teaching commonly indicated in lists of cardinal objectives and 
pupil needs. In the development of this instrument consideration has also 
been given to criterions of effective teaching selected by over 300 local 
committeeS in school systems throughout New York State, and to over 
400 research studies. 
It is believed that in addition to statistical evidence apparent from 
experimental use, The Teaching Evaluation Record has basic validity in 
that every item is directly related to pupils and to widely accepted oyjec­
tives for their achievement. Every item is observable and therefore pro­
vides an objective basis for evaluat�on. Each item is specific and subject 
to a minimum of varied interpretations. The few overlapping items are 
intentional and have been carefully devised to provide an internal weight­
ing of more important factors without recourse to mathematical weighting 
of scores. 
In brief, The Teaching Evaluation Record is believed to provide the 
most comprehensive, objective, reliable and valid device yet developed for 
diagnosis and appraisal of teaching effectiveness. It will serve as a valu­
able guide to �th teachers and supervisors in diagnosing strengths and 
weaknesses for the purpose of improving instruction, and provide a com­
prehensive and objective record for use in evatuation and rating. 
Copyright 1953, by Syracuse University Press; 1956 by Dwight E. Beecher. 
All rights reserved 
Educators Publishi'ng Company, 73 St. J ames Pl ace, Buffnlo �2, New Yort<. 
G EN E R A L  S UGG EST IONS  
fpr the Evaluation of Teaching . I  
The Purpose of Evaluation 
Evaluation of the effectiveness of teaching is a basic, if not the most 
important function of the supervisor. Without i.• . · ;y exact knowledge as 
to the strengths and weaknesses of existing prll\!t,cu, supervisory guidance 
cannot operAta to brinr About a maximum of improvement. 
· The j udgments of administrators ·and supervisors as to the relative 
effectiveness of different teachers is an outcome of these broader purposes 
of evaluation rather than an end in itself. At the same time, if the best 
teachers are to be selected, given tenure, and otherwise recognized, it is 
obvious that a sound basis must be established for determining which per­
sons are the best teachers. 
Objectivity Is Basic to Good Eval�ation 
Criticisms of procedures and devices used in rating teachers focus 
very largely on subjectivity. Most rating scales are not only limited in 
content, but call for a record of opinion only. The Teaching Evaluation 
Reco1·d is so constructed as to require actual observation of those practices, 
behaviors and conditions which give concrete evidence of the quality of 
teaching. Subjective opinion, is, therefore, reduced to a minimum, and 
observed, objective evidence,.becomes the basis for the evaluation. The old 
maxim, "Seeing is believing" may be here stated as a basic principle : to be 
truly objective, a thing must be observable. 
In administering The Teaching Evalu.ation Record it is important that 
the observer recognize the necessity for rec�rding only what he observes. 
Many sample evidences are given to clarify the meaning of the items. 
Many similar evidences may be observed which, are fully as creditable as 
those listed. 1 li I I' I 
Observation Time , 
A great deal of experimentatioJ has been in an effort to deter­
mine the amount of observation time neCessary for an adequate evaluation 
• I 
of the effectiveness of a teacher. The recommendation of two full half days 
early in the school year and an additional twq full half days in the spring 
is made in the directions. This recommendation !:as to the minimum obser­
vation time normally required is based on the I consensus of experienced 
supervisors from ten teacher training colleges. This time allotment should 
be considered a minimum rather than ·a maximum. Experienced super­
visors will recognize the importance of staying with the teacher for at least 
full half-day periods if a variety of teaching and the handling of children 
in the various aspects of their daily programs to be observed. Observa­
tion time should be sufficient to rate most There is evidence, how­
ever, that even 20 to 25 items, accurately rate�, will give reliable scores. 
Familiarity with the Items 
j' • I Usc of the Rccm·cl will bring gr�atest valu s for both diagnostic and 
raiiurr ptl l'Jlog('�l i f  the observer is thoroughly with the items. 
I 
. .  
J 
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I I 
Ideally, items Jould be memorized. In any case, familiarity must be 
sufficient that the opserver will be alert to all types of evidence included, 
even thohgh they are demonstrated in rapi� succession. 
Supporting Records 
Some note taking is probably essential in administering so compre­
hensive a scale, alti:nHgh the practice is frowned upon by many authorities 
.on supervision. If teachers kno'Y they are to have a post-supervisory con­
ference at which time they will learn the content of the notes, this pro­
cedure will he less frustrating. In any case, careful anecdotal records 
should be filed in the teacher's individual folder as soon as possible after 
each observation. 
It should be noted that some evidences of effective teaching included 
in tlle Record may. be observed outside the classroom. Just as our concept 
of the curriculum today includes all the school-sponsored activities in 
which a pupil engages, so must the effectiveness of the teacher be j udged 
in many situations in addition to formal class work. Whenever reliable 
evidence of effective teaching comes to the attention of the supervisor or 
responsible for evaluation, a brief, factual anecdote should 
and placed in the teacher's folder. These anecdotes will supple­
classroom observations and may be used in completing the Record. 
This will assure a more complete coverage of the teacher's work and 
effectiveness than would the classroom observations alone. 
The Record as a Teacher's Guide 
Evaluation, if it .is to serve both a guidance and a rating function, 
must be a cooperative process. This means that teachers should have an . 
opportunity to familiarize themselves with the items in the Record. This 
will serve the dual purpose of keeping before the teachers the objectives 
they are expected to achieve, and will provide an excellent basis for self.. 
evaluation. This' procedure also has a quality of f�irness which will tend 
to foster good relationships between supervisor and teacher. The old idea 
that the teacher must not see the rating device becomes irrelevant when 
the device is made truly comprehensive. As a matter of fact, the thing 
to be most desired is that teachers will be constantly striving to attain a 
high degree of effectiveness on all items. Th'e Record thereby becomes a 
guide and challenge as well as an instrument for diagnosis and rating. 
Recognition of Limitations in Opportunity 
No teacher can be expected to demonstrate effectiveness in achieve­
ment of all goals set for him by this Record o.r any other comprehensive 
listing of objectives. Much less can he be expected to produce evidence 
on all items within the observation periods. For this reason The Teaching 
Evaluation Record makes· provision, through the scoring system, for rating 
only those items which there has been opportunity for the teacher to 
demonstrate. 
Norms 
Strictly speaking, exact statistical norms are not available for this 
edition of the Record, due to minor revisions and refinements. For prac-
I 
I 
I 
the 
adpiinistrator 
be 'J)repared 
mept 
tical purposes, however, a median of 55 to 60 is approximate. Beginning 
teachers may be expected to fall about ten points below this. A score above · 80 may be considered as indicating a superior ·rating, based on results 
from the experimental edition of the Record. 
Multiple Evaluations 
Where pQssible, independent observations and ratings should he made 
by two or more competent persons. The oompo:dto rati�ga oi two or moro 
poople m�otcrlally 1ncreaao the :relta.bilitY. of results from any such evalua­
tion procedure. Again, morale is a fac�or, in that teachers will more 
willingly accept the joint ratings of two or more persons if a question of 
fair appraisal develops. 
General Applicability 
The Record has been constructed to cover all areas and grade ·levels 
of teaching, thus providing uniformity in the evaluation program and a 
basis for comparison where merit increments are given. This is possible 
because the objectives of education, based, in. turn, on the needs of chil­
dren, are common to all . types of teaching. A study of the items . of the ' Record in terms of any basic list of such objecti�es or pupil needs will 
illustrate both its general application and i�s comprehensiveness. 
Obviously, the actual practices and conditiQns observed and, the learn­
ing content being presented will vary from teilcher to,.teacher. Use of the 
' Record in evaluation of virtually ev�ry type of teaching common to the 
public schools has demonstrated that all items are applicable a}'ld their 
achievement is restricted onlx by local limi�tions in facilities and policy 
or by the teacher's own limitations. . . \ ·• : •. �� t· J 
D I R E C T I O N S  F O R  U S E  
All items in this evaluation record are to be scored on the basis of 
1 objective evidence obtained by the supervisor making. the evaluation. �wo 
1 full half-day visits to the classroom, spaced at l�ast on� week .apart, should 
1 be considered the absolute minimum in observation time . .  At least :One 
1 early fall, and one late spring evaluation sho�ld be made, with a. min�mum 
of two half-day visits to support each evaluation. 
· · · · 
The scoring method used in the evaluation record involves the follow-
' ing principles : {1)  Evaluations should be based on actual observed evi- ' , 
dence only. (2) Performance ratings should be in terms of opportunity 
to perform. 
Any rating device designed to record widely varying activities, such 
1 as will be observed in teaching, must provide flexibility with respect to 
1 teaching opportunities within the observation :periods. It is entirely un-
1 realistic to set up a comprehensive listing of all the practices, behaviors, 
1 and achievements of teachers and expect to observe their demonstration 
1 within the limited observation time available. The four-point scale used is, 
1 therefore, preceded by a zero (0) point which �s checked only to indicate 
I 
Directions for·· use i 5 
I l 
l 
\ ' 
• ,  
,.,,/ 
0 0 0 0 0  
0 1 2 3 4 
6 j Directions for Use 
r 
that there was no opportunity for the item to be demonstrated during the 
observation period. The zero items are disregarded in the final scoring 
just as optional or. surplus items may be on a pupil's test. 
Except for indicating the zero or "absent" items, as explained above, 
the method of scoring is in the form of a four-point scale to be scored as 
follows : 
Check in ; .. ,.,: "4" if practice or condition involves all, 
or nearly .. � . ,  pupils and is consistent. 
Check i11 box "3" if the praotico or concUt1on Involves 
most of the pupils in the group and few opportunities· 
are missed. 
Check in box "2" if practice or condition is· present, 
involves some pupils but falls short of involving most 
pupils and of being consistent. 
Check in box "1'' if practice or condition is present �ut 
inconsistent, reaches few pupils. 
Final Rating 
The total score is obtained as follows.: 
l\· Subtract the number of items marked zero. from 82 (the total 
possible items ) and multiply the remainder by 4. This gives the 
' 
total possible score for the individual teacher concerned. 
}?. Add the ratings of the individual items. 
c. The total of individual items "b'' divided by the total possible 
I score "a" is the·final rating. 
, I 
Example J 
I· 
Items checked at zero (no opportunity to o!>serve) = 4 
32 minus 4 = 28 ( items to be considered) 
28 x 4 = 112 '(highest possible score) 
I . 
Sum of ratings, i.e. ones, twos, three and fours == 84 
84 � 112 = .15 _.. The final rating is" .75. 
Sample : Evidences , 
The "evidence�>" listed must be considered as samples only. As such, 
they will serve to the it�ms and suggest the types of condition or 
practice which support this rating. Supervisors may· Wish to work 
out with their teachers much more· lengthy lists of · evidences which will 
serve both as a Ius to teaching and a guide to evaluation. 
' .  I 
. 
't 
'define 
will 
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T H E  T E A C H I N G  E V A LQAT I O N  R E C O R D  
I _I 
I � 
I , 
1. The teacher is fair and impartial. I I : 
The teaoher's behavior ls conaiatently unbiai' ed. 
Sample Evidences ! ; 
Shows no favoritism or partiality ; praise and criticism are based on 
fact ; all criticism constructive ; no pets ; appraisal of pupils fair and 
reliable ; no excessive criticism of individual pupils ; maintains the 
confidence of ch�ldren. 1 
2. Pupils are happy and cheerful at 1work and 
The teacher creates a happy situltion so tha� pupils express a liking 
� cl�L 
I j . Sample Evidence.'/ 
A spirit of shared enthusiasm ; spontaneou pupil or parents com­
ment ; friendliness and cooperation of the pupils ; pupils approach 
and visit with teacher duri� their free time ; cheerful exchanges of 
greetings and conversations between pupils and teacher. 
3. Pupils are met in a friendly and sympathetiJ manner. · 
l 
Teacher is friendly in manner and tone of to all pupils ; con-
sistently gives attention to individual and apparent needs 
for indivipual help ; sympathetic fwith due to difficulty ; is a 
sympathetic and understanding listener as icated by : 
· Sample Evidences I 1\ Teacher's cordiality, kindliness, cpurtesy, display of good man­
ners is indicated by consideration, of pupils' in the presence 
of the class ; minimizing accidents, incidents or em­
harassing situations ; frequent requests for tlle teacher's help on per­
sonal and educational problems ; teacher acceptance of and attention 
to pupils questions even if unrelated to the bject at hand ; teacher 
gives time to help individual pupils. 
Contributions and efforts of indivldual are given recognition. 
Teacher shows respect for pupil odinion.and slggestions. 
Sample Evidences I Expresses interest and gives appropriate commendation to pupil 
effort even if small. Attention is ' iven to individual comments and 
problems. 
O D D  D O  
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5. Pupi•s takl responsibility seriously ; cooperative and .sportsmanlike 
;behavior is1 evident. 
. !Pupils are I orderly and businesslike in schoolroom ; show pride in 
achievement ; ct)operate in group activities. 
I 'sample Evid'''· ces 
1
Efficient uoHl oi t�chool time to accomplish assignments ; assumptions 
'of responsibility for their own materials, for preparing and turning 1in of assignments and other materials ; improvement in remembering 
.and meeting obligatiens. Pride shown through careful preparation 
of work and voluntary expressions of satisfaction in work completed. 
Practical application of the "Golden Rule" by pupils . 
I I 
I 
6. Plans are adapted to meet the changing needs and circumstances. 
Teacher demonstrates initiative and adaptability in adjusting prede­
:termined plans to circumstances and indiv�duals . . 
Sample Evidences 
,Utilization of lesson plans that are flexible enough to - use contribu­
tions and suggestions of pupils ; adaptation of methods and technics , 
to meet the individual needs of pupils ; development and use by the 
teacher of new methods and materials to meet the · varying needs of 
'pupils ; utilizes pupil questions, leads. contributions and community 
events. Makes effective use of local community resources, lay experi­
ence, local, state and national institutions in adapting program to 
needs of pupils. 
7. The teacher's explanations are clear and adequate. 
Teacher's instructional vocabulary and materials are suited to the 
pupils ; he calls attention to the points of major importance ; antici-
pates difficulties and explains in advance. 
· 
Sample Evidences \ .  
Pupils approach tasks . unhesitatingly and independently ; successfully 
accomplish the. assignment without unnecessary questioning, their 
· oral and written responses indicate their understanding of the ex­
,Planation. ' ' . 
8. Pupils' learning tasks are purposeful and functional in nature. . . 
.All work is approached from the standpoint of use and value to the 
pupils in society, tying it to the pupils' · past experiences and present 
and future needs, as shown by: 
Sample Eviclences 
( ,  ! 
· The many practical applications made by the teacher and by the 
pupils ; materials consistently related to contemporary life ; utilization 
of resources. to point up the relationship of school learnings with out­
of-school life ; explanation or demonstration of principles in terms of 
local contemporary problems or concrete issues ; class activities which 
simulate current situations outside the school ; ·  discussions.' which in­
dicate that pupils are relating their class learnings .to their own ex­
periences. Application of the scientific method. 
9. Pupils and teacher set standards for individual and group . achieve· 
ment. 
Through teacher-guided self-analysis and diagnosis of interests and 
abilities, and of present and future needs, pupils and teacher together 
set appropriate goals. 
Sample Evidences 
Pupil participation in pl�nning curricular and extra-curricular activ­
ities and in setting individual class goals ; pupil awareness of goals is 
evident. 
10. Opportunities are prov�ded for practice in the use of the .. common 
integrating knowledge and skills. ( ' 
Definite provision is for repetition, review and recall of basic 
learnings through a variety of activities such as : 
<, 
Sample Evidences 
Meaningful practice exercises, written and oral reports, dramatics, 
debates, book reviews, class diS'Cussion, projects, school publications, 
brief reviews of previous work ; effective use .of repetition and 
summary. 
11. Teacher's leadership is evident. 
· t 
Teacher handles his own discipline problems, is firm but friendly, is 
consistent in policy, is self-sufficient and self-confident · · in manage-
ment of pupils. · \ ' 
Sample Evidences 
\ 
Maintains good order without compulsion ; makes few reprimands ; 
infrequent necessity for disciplinary action. Pupils show respect for 
the teacher, his knowledge and his methods as evidenced by courteous 
attention, seeking his help. 
j· • • • • ' The classroom situation is orderly and businesslike ; pupil-care in 
moving about room so as not to disturb other members. Behavior of 
pupils at beginning of sessions, at recess and ·free pl�y periods indi-
cates plannipg and control. 1 
I . 
12. Teacher adjusts the physical features of the room to provide a health· 
ful and attractive environment as far as, circumstances permit. 
. I . 
Teacher provides proper physical conditions as far as is with'in his 
control. 
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Sample Evidences 
Heat, ventilatio� and li!�hting adjusted ; proper placement of furni­
ture in re1ation �0 v.·indows and blackboards ; furniture size adjusted, 
as far as possU· .. o the size of the pupils and adapted to the work at 
han d ;  provisio; . ·r· : reading groups ; science forum ; exhibits ; project 
work ; room n· .1nd attractive ; pupils express pride in room and 
contribute to ;.. ,M o-�.ctiveness and conditions. 
13. Pupils exhibit an attitude of mutual respect and tolerance. 
Pupils grow in respect for others as indicated by : 
Sample Evidences 
Their attention to and consideration of associates without discrimina­
tion ; their comments and actions indicate a growing sensitivity to 
the problems of other people ; pupils of various types and back­
grounds work happily together. 
• 
I 
14. Pupils and teacher share the enjoyment of humorous situations. 
�eacher demoJstrates and capitalizes on sense of humor. 
I 
Sample Evidences 
·: .  Teacher and pupils contribute amusing thoughts and .interpretations ; 
teacher can take a joke, makes classwork fun. 
I ' 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Teacher 
Te�cher is poised, and self-controlled. 
I � Sample Evidences 
Te�cher is eveh-tempered in response to pupils, avoids sarcasm llnd } 
nagging ; remains poised in emergency situations ; handles unantici- ,. 
pated problems calmly and objectively, remains calm and collected ·in 
the 'face of frustrating or persistently difficult situations. _ 
P 1 ·Js rt" . II t . I . b h . '. d d up1 pa e m p anmng e av1or stan ar s. 
I . Pupils and together, evolve standards of conduct. 
· Sa�ple 
Pupils their own behavior rules and policies under teacher 
guidance ; are provided for planning and operation of 
by pupil groups ; group discussion of standards ; 
the part of pupils to attain s�ndards. 
appraise their own work. 
their own experiences and accomplishments and those 
showsiself-control. 
i 
calm, 
1c1pa 
I 
' teacher 
' 
Evideiu:e8 
\. 
develoJ>: 
·opp~rtunities 
self~governmerit 
evident effort On 
Pupil& eonsistJnuy 
' 
PuPils eVa!Uat·J 
of others. · 
Sample Evidences 
Group discussion of the aims, the methods used, and the successes and 
failures of the learning experience ; teacher-guided group and in­
dividual analysis of test results, pointing up of analyses by the use of 
blackboard, charts, and. graphs. 
18. Teacher and pupils keep records of pupil ;_;l"l• l'ith. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Presenoe of adequato and aoohrAte records of pupU accompl1ahment 
and weakness. 
Sample Evidences 
Such records cover health, physical traits, attendance, achievement 
in academic learnings as recorded by teacher's marks, standard test 
scores and. samples of pupiJ!s work. Pupils keep individual charts, 
graphs or other records of their own achievement. 
I Ji 
Teacher records of pupils rev�l growth. ;: 
! li . 
Satisfactory progress, in relation to ability, in knowledge ana skills, 
social adjustment and personal habits al)d attitudes on the part of 
most pupils, as shown by : I 
' 
Sample Evidences 
Individual records indicating level of of each pupil at the 
beginning of the term, individual and group strengths and weak­
nesses indicated by diagnostic tests and other evaluative devices, 
progress indicated in records of achievement, various tests, pupils' 
written contributions, anecdotal records. !I • · 
The teacher makes active use of significa�t aspects of pupil growth 
as a guid� in planning acti'vitijs. II Activities are planned to meet the perso�al and social needs of the 
pupils. \ 
Sample Evidences \ 
I 
Adaptation of content and procedures to such individual needs as 
success experiences ; activities varied and such duration as to pre­
vent fatigue and over-stimulation ; use of aptitudes ; improve­
ment in habits of neatness and cleanlinesf and in physical status of 
pupils as revealed by teacher and pupil rei'ords ; group and individual ' 
assignments adapted to abilitie's and inter sts. i . I 
Problems are presented in a manner whi stimulates pupils to con· 
tribute to the solution. l Presentation inspires pupil arous s their curiosity and in-
terest, their desire to explore by : 
·, 
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22. 
('  
Pupil questions and discussion ; their voluntary investigation and ex­
perimentation ; bringing in materials ; relating own experiences. 
I 
Pupils activ :· participate in classroom discussions and activities. 
Prbgram nt. • ·  technics ��e such as result in active participation of 
pupils. 
.Sample Evidences 
Pupils give and take suggestions freely ; share experience and knowl­
edge through discussion, committee work and other cooperatively 
planned work and play activities ; notable motivation of previously 
·disinterested pupils ; organization of activities such as student com­
mittee preview of visual aids to check their usefulness in terms of 
class objectives. 
23. In developing basic knowledge, understandings and skills, the teacher 
' •  
employs materials and technics appropriate to the varying abilities 
and backgrounds of the pupils. 
Materials and technics are adapted to meet individual differences by 
such methods as : 
Sample Evidence� 
Projects and problems planned around int�,re�ts ansi experiences of 
the pupils ; proj�cts for groups organized accqrding· tp the. interest&, 
and abilities of individuals ; assignments differing in length and diffi­
culty ; remedial work provided, aimed at the cause of the difficulty. 
. ;,.--
24. Teacher guides the pupils into· efficient study habits. · · 
Teacher helps pupils to analyze study habits and to devise and use 
more efficient study methods., \ : . 
\ 
Sample Evidences 
Through assignme�ts, individualized instruction and the organization 
and supervision of seatwork, gives instruction and practices in study ; 
uses supervised study, emphasizing points of interest and impo� 
ance ; budgeting study time. 
25. Pupils make use of a variety of. source materials. 
Pupils demonstrate ability to find and use material related to their 
problem. 
· Sample Evidences 
Teacher suggest� reference material, has it readily available. Use of 
library indicated by volunteer ·visits and record of books taken out. 
Pupil use of source materials such as dictionary, encyclopedia, books, 
magazines, newspapers, maps, globes. 
26. Teacher employs a �ariety of approaches in presenting new materials. 
I 
Teacher shows adaptability and broad understanding of technics in 
his presentation of new materials. 
I Sample Evidences I 
Teacher uses many illustrations, utilizes nV!:i>·tstions from pupils as 
to methods and procedures ; changes method quicldy when it il obvi­
ous that the method beinS' used' ia not effective ; encouragef pupils to 
try out several solutions ; teacher and pupils discuss, the relative 
merits of the various solutions. ; 
27. Pupils' experiences are utilized in motivating interest. 
Teacher's use of pupils' interests with adaptation to class objectives. 
Sample Evidences 
Pupil activities and participation ; exhibits showi�g pupil planning 
and execution such as hobby exhibits, drawings, puppets, charts, 
handwork, slides and picture strips, dramatizations, exhibits of cos­
tumes and souvenirs from other countries or sections of this country 
brought by pupils from home ; gifts brought by children for children's 
homes, hospitals, etc. 
28. Opportunities are provided. in and out of class for the development of 
leadership and cooperation · among pupils. 
Pupils participate and cooperate as leaders, partners and followers in 
the development of activities in and out of class. 
Sample Evidences 
Organization of many and varied purposeful committees, debates and 
panels. Pupils act as group chairmen and discussion leaders ; coop. 
erate and take active part in community projects and homeroom ac7 
tivities, social activities are encouraged. Teacher voluntarily giveS. . 
. time and assistance to outside activities. ' 
29. The pupil's curriculum is enriched through the use of a variety of 
materials �o supplement the basic program. 
The teacher enriches the basic program within the limits of the school 
resources. 
Sample Evidences 
Exhibits, models, slides, film, radio, maps, reference books, flash 
cards, timed exercises, classroom museums, field trips, excursions, 
record players, musical instruments, newspapers, magazines, bul­
letins or pamphlets, globes, bulletin boar.ds, charts, photographic 
material and equipment, graphic blackboard, diagrams and graphs, 
worksheets, mimeographed material, experiments, artwork in vari­
ous media, herberia and aquaria, library. 
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80. s1upervised jlay and recreational activities form a definite part of the 
p�ogram. � 
The teacher is resourceful in the use of play-type activities and in­
formal acti · .. : ;i\!s. 
81. 
32. 
I 
Sample E1· · ::Ges 
Opportuni-;.a.s !or specific learnings are provided through play activ­
ity ;  play, such as rhythm, dances, games, dramatic play, informal and 
organized educational activities, parties and programs purposefully 
planned by the pupils ; Play days utilizing pupil interests in sports 
and sportsmanship ; puzzles, competitive games, related problems, 
stimulating social activities and clubs. 
�eacher opportunities and materials for creative work. 
�eacher the talented pupil with opportunity to develop his 
interests. j' 
Sample Et'i ences 
Variety of �aterials provided, sufficient time allowed for this work, 
situations crleated in and out of school for the development of this 
interest. 
l . 
Teacher seeRs and uses the advice and assistance of 'specialists' to 
sbpplement : � own teaching. 
�eacher gro I s in meeting needs of pupils. 
I . 
Sample Evi ences I �onfers school nurse, attendance officer and guidance counselor. 
S1tudents physical defects given attention such as : giving pupils �ith defects special seats and those 'with defective vision 
proper improved attendance records ; results from remedial 1struetio
,
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